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Abstract
During the past decade, several areas of speech and language understanding have witnessed sub-
stantial breakthroughs from the use of data-driven models. In the area of dialogue systems, the
trend is less obvious, and most practical systems are still built through significant engineering and
expert knowledge. Nevertheless, several recent results suggest that data-driven approaches are fea-
sible and quite promising. To facilitate research in this area, we have carried out a wide survey of
publicly available datasets suitable for data-driven learning of dialogue systems. We discuss im-
portant characteristics of these datasets, how they can be used to learn diverse dialogue strategies,
and their other potential uses. We also examine methods for transfer learning between datasets and
the use of external knowledge. Finally, we discuss appropriate choice of evaluation metrics for the
learning objective.
1. Introduction
Dialogue systems, also known as interactive conversational agents, virtual agents or sometimes
chatterbots, are useful in a wide range of applications ranging from technical support services to
language learning tools and entertainment (Young et al., 2013; Shawar and Atwell, 2007b). Large-
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scale data-driven methods, which use recorded data to automatically infer knowledge and strategies,
are becoming increasingly important in speech and language understanding and generation. Speech
recognition performance has increased tremendously over the last decade due to innovations in deep
learning architectures (Hinton et al., 2012; Goodfellow et al., 2015). Similarly, a wide range of data-
driven machine learning methods have been shown to be effective for natural language processing,
including tasks relevant to dialogue, such as dialogue act classification (Reithinger and Klesen,
1997; Stolcke et al., 2000), dialogue state tracking (Thomson and Young, 2010; Wang and Lemon,
2013; Ren et al., 2013; Henderson et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2013; Henderson et al., 2014c;
Kim et al., 2015), natural language generation (Langkilde and Knight, 1998; Oh and Rudnicky,
2000; Walker et al., 2002; Ratnaparkhi, 2002; Stent et al., 2004; Rieser and Lemon, 2010; Mairesse
et al., 2010; Mairesse and Young, 2014; Wen et al., 2015; Sharma et al., 2016), and dialogue policy
learning (Young et al., 2013). We hypothesize that, in general, much of the recent progress is due
to the availability of large public datasets, increased computing power, and new machine learning
models, such as neural network architectures. To facilitate further research on building data-driven
dialogue systems, this paper presents a broad survey of available dialogue corpora.
Corpus-based learning is not the only approach to training dialogue systems. Researchers have
also proposed training dialogue systems online through live interaction with humans, and offline
using user simulator models and reinforcement learning methods (Levin et al., 1997; Georgila et al.,
2006; Paek, 2006; Schatzmann et al., 2007; Jung et al., 2009; Schatzmann and Young, 2009; Gasˇic´
et al., 2010, 2011; Daubigney et al., 2012; Gasˇic´ et al., 2012; Su et al., 2013; Gasic et al., 2013;
Pietquin and Hastie, 2013; Young et al., 2013; Mohan and Laird, 2014; Su et al., 2015; Piot et al.,
2015; Cuaya´huitl et al., 2015; Hiraoka et al., 2016; Fatemi et al., 2016; Asri et al., 2016; Williams
and Zweig, 2016; Su et al., 2016). However, these approaches are beyond the scope of this survey.
This survey is structured as follows. In the next section, we give a high-level overview of di-
alogue systems. We briefly discuss the purpose and goal of dialogue systems. Then we describe
the individual system components that are relevant for data-driven approaches as well as holistic
end-to-end dialogue systems. In Section 3, we discuss types of dialogue interactions and aspects
relevant to building data-driven dialogue systems, from a corpus perspective, as well as modalities
recorded in each corpus (e.g. text, speech and video). We further discuss corpora constructed from
both human-human and human-machine interactions, corpora constructed using natural versus un-
natural or constrained settings, and corpora constructed using works of fiction. In Section 4, we
present our survey over dialogue corpora according to the categories laid out in Sections 2-3. In
particular, we categorize the corpora based on whether dialogues are between humans or between
a human and a machine, and whether the dialogues are in written or spoken language. We discuss
each corpus in turn while emphasizing how the dialogues were generated and collected, the topic
of the dialogues, and the size of the entire corpus. In Section 5, we discuss issues related to: cor-
pus size, transfer learning between corpora, incorporation of external knowledge into the dialogue
system, data-driven learning for contextualization and personalization, and automatic evaluation
metrics. We conclude the survey in Section 6.
2. Characteristics of Data-Driven Dialogue Systems
This section offers a broad characterization of data-driven dialogue systems, which structures our
presentation of the datasets.
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2.1 An Overview of Dialogue Systems
The standard architecture for dialogue systems, shown in Figure 1, incorporates a Speech Rec-
ognizer, Language Interpreter, State Tracker, Response Generator, Natural Language Generator,
and Speech Synthesizer. In the case of text-based (written) dialogues, the Speech Recognizer and
Speech Synthesizer can be left out. While some of the literature on dialogue systems identifies
only the State Tracker and Response Selection components as belonging inside the dialogue man-
ager (Young, 2000), throughout this paper we adopt a broader view where language understanding
and generation are incorporated within the dialogue system. This leaves space for the development
and analysis of end-to-end dialogue systems (Ritter et al., 2011; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Lowe et al.,
2015a; Sordoni et al., 2015b; Shang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Serban et al., 2016; Serban et al.,
2017b,a; Dodge et al., 2015; Williams and Zweig, 2016; Weston, 2016).
We focus on corpus-based data-driven dialogue systems. That is, systems composed of machine
learning solutions using corpora constructed from real-world data. These system components have
variables or parameters that are optimized based on statistics observed in dialogue corpora. In
particular, we focus on systems where the majority of variables and parameters are optimized. Such
corpus-based data-driven systems should be contrasted to systems where each component is hand-
crafted by engineers — for example, components defined by an a priori fixed set of deterministic
rules (e.g. Weizenbaum (1966); McGlashan et al. (1992)). These systems should also be contrasted
with systems learning online, such as when the free variables and parameters are optimized directly
based on interactions with humans (e.g. Gasˇic´ et al. (2011)). Still, it is worth noting that it is
possible to combine different types of learning within one system. For example, some parameters
may be learned using statistics observed in a corpus, while other parameters may be learned through
interactions with humans.
While there are substantial opportunities to improve each of the components in Figure 1 through
(corpus-based) data-driven approaches, within this survey we focus primarily on datasets suitable
to enhance the components inside the Dialogue System box. It is worth noting that the Natural
Language Interpreter and Generator are core problems in Natural Language Processing with appli-
cations well beyond dialogue systems.
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Figure 1: Dialogue System Diagram
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2.2 Tasks and objectives
Dialogue systems have been built for a wide range of purposes. A useful distinction can be made
between goal-driven dialogue systems, such as technical support services, and non-goal-driven dia-
logue systems, such as language learning tools or computer game characters. Although both types
of systems do in fact have objectives, typically the goal-driven dialogue systems have a well-defined
measure of performance that is explicitly related to task completion.
Non-goal-driven Dialogue Systems. Research on non-goal-driven dialogue systems goes back
to the mid-60s. It began, perhaps, with Weizenbaum’s famous program ELIZA, a system based only
on simple text parsing rules that managed to convincingly mimic a Rogerian psychotherapist by
persistently rephrasing statements or asking questions (Weizenbaum, 1966). This line of research
was continued by Colby (1981), who used simple text parsing rules to construct the dialogue system
PARRY, which managed to mimic the pathological behaviour of a paranoid patient to the extent that
clinicians could not distinguish it from real patients. However, neither of these two systems used
data-driven learning approaches. Later work, such as the MegaHal system by Hutchens and Alder
(1998), started to apply data-driven methods (Shawar and Atwell, 2007b). Hutchens and Alder
(1998) proposed modelling dialogue as a stochastic sequence of discrete symbols (words) using
4’th order Markov chains. Given a user utterance, their system generated a response by following
a two-step procedure: first, a sequence of topic keywords, used to create a seed reply, was ex-
tracted from the user’s utterance; second, starting from the seed reply, two separate Markov chains
generated the words preceding and proceeding the seed keywords. This procedure produced many
candidate responses, from which the highest entropy response was returned to the user. Under the
assumption that the coverage of different topics and general fluency is of primary importance, the
4’th order Markov chains were trained on a mixture of data sources ranging from real and fictive
dialogues to arbitrary texts. Unfortunately, until very recently, such data-driven dialogue systems
were not applied widely in real-world applications (Perez-Marin and Pascual-Nieto, 2011; Shawar
and Atwell, 2007b). Part of the reason for this might be due to their non-goal-driven nature, which
made them hard to commercialize. Another barrier to commercialization might have been the lack
of theoretical and empirical understanding of such systems. Nevertheless, in a similar spirit over the
past few years, neural network architectures trained on large-scale corpora have been investigated.
These models have demonstrated promising results for several non-goal-driven dialogue tasks (Rit-
ter et al., 2011; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Lowe et al., 2015a; Sordoni et al., 2015b; Shang et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2015; Serban et al., 2016; Serban et al., 2017b,a; Dodge et al., 2015; Williams and Zweig,
2016; Weston, 2016). However, they require having sufficiently large corpora — in the hundreds of
millions or even billions of words — in order to achieve these results.
Goal-driven Dialogue Systems. Initial work on goal-driven dialogue systems was primarily
based on deterministic hand-crafted rules coupled with learned speech recognition models (e.g. off-
the-shelf speech recognition software). One example is the SUNDIAL project, which was capable
of providing timetable information about trains and airplanes, as well as taking airplane reserva-
tions (Aust et al., 1995; McGlashan et al., 1992; Simpson and Eraser, 1993). Later, machine learn-
ing techniques were used to classify the intention (or need) of the user, as well as to bridge the
gap between text and speech (e.g. by taking into account uncertainty related to the outputs of the
speech recognition model) (Gorin et al., 1997). Research in this area started to take off during the
mid 1990s, when researchers began to formulate dialogue as a sequential decision making problem
based on Markov decision processes (Singh et al., 1999; Young et al., 2013; Paek, 2006; Pieraccini
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et al., 2009). Unlike non-goal-driven systems, industry played a major role and enabled researchers
to have access to (at the time) relatively large dialogue corpora for certain tasks, such as recordings
from technical support call centres. Although research in the past decade has continued to push the
field towards data-driven approaches, commercial systems are highly domain-specific and heavily
based on hand-crafted rules and features (Young et al., 2013). In particular, many of the tasks and
datasets available are constrained to narrow domains.
2.3 Learning Dialogue System Components
Modern dialogue systems consist of several components, as illustrated in Figure 1. Several of the
dialogue system components can be learned through so-called discriminative models, which aim to
predict labels or annotations relevant to other parts of the dialogue system. Discriminative models
fall into the machine learning paradigm of supervised learning. When the labels of interest are
discrete, the models are called classification models, which is the most common case. When the
labels of interest are continuous, the models are called regression models. One popular approach
for tackling the discriminative task is to learn a probabilistic model of the labels conditioned on the
available information P (Y |X), where Y is the label of interest (e.g. a discrete variable representing
the user intent) and X is the available information (e.g. utterances in the conversation). Another
popular approach is to use maximum margin classifiers, such as support vector machines (Cristianini
and Shawe-Taylor, 2000).
Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a survey over such system components,
we now give a brief example of each component. This will motivate and facilitate the dataset
analysis.
Natural Language Interpreter. An example of a discriminative model is the user intent clas-
sification model, which acts as the Natural Language Interpreter. This model is trained to predict
the intent of a user conditioned on the utterances of that user. In this case, the intent is called the
label (or target or output), and the conditioned utterances are called the conditioning variables (or
inputs). Training this model requires examples of pairs of user utterances and intentions. One way
to obtain these example pairs would be to first record written dialogues between humans carrying
out a task, and then to have humans annotate each utterance with its intention label. Depending
on the complexity of the domain, this may require training the human annotators to reach a certain
level of agreement between annotators.
Dialogue State Tracker. A Dialogue State Tracker might similarly be implemented as a classi-
fication model (Williams et al., 2013). At any given point in the dialogue, such a model will take as
input all the user utterances and user intention labels estimated by a Natural Language Interpreter
model so far and output a distribution over possible dialogue states. One common way to represent
dialogue states are through slot-value pairs. For example, a dialogue system providing timetable
information for trains might have three different slots: departure city, arrival city, and departure
time. Each slot may take one of several discrete values (e.g. departure city could take values from
a list of city names). The task of the Dialogue State Tracker is then to output a distribution over
every possible combination of slot-value pairs. This distribution — or alternatively, the K dialogue
states with the highest probability — may then be used by other parts of the dialogue system. The
Dialogue State Tracker model can be trained on examples of dialogue utterances and dialogue states
labelled by humans.
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Dialogue Response Selection. Given the dialogue state distribution provided by the Dialogue
State Tracker, the Dialogue Response Selection component must select the correct system response
(or action). This component may also be implemented as a classification model that maps dialogue
states to a probability over a discrete set of responses. For example, in a dialogue system provid-
ing timetable information for trains, the set of responses might include providing information (e.g.
providing the departure time of the next train with a specific departure and arrival city) and clarifi-
cation questions (e.g. asking the user to re-state their departure city). The model may be trained on
example pairs of dialogue states and responses.
Natural Language Generator. Given a dialogue system response (e.g. a response providing
the departure time of a train), the Natural Language Generator must output the natural language
utterance of the system. This has often been implemented in commercial goal-driven dialogue
systems using hand-crafted rules. Another option is to learn a discriminative model to select a
natural language response. In this case, the output space may be defined as a set of so-called
surface form sentences (e.g. ”The requested train leaves city X at time Y”, where X and Y are
placeholder values). Given the system response, the classification model must choose an appropriate
surface form. Afterwards, the chosen surface form will have the placeholder values substituted in
appropriately (e.g. X will be replaced by the appropriate city name through a database look up). As
with other classification models, this model may be trained on example pairs of system responses
and surface forms.
Discriminative models have allowed goal-driven dialogue systems to make significant progress
(Williams et al., 2013). With proper annotations, discriminative models can be evaluated automat-
ically and accurately. Furthermore, once trained on a given dataset, these models may be plugged
into a fully-deployed dialogue system (e.g. a classification model for user intents may be used as
input to a dialogue state tracker).
2.4 End-to-end Dialogue Systems
Not all dialogue systems conform to the architecture shown in Figure 1. In particular, so-called
end-to-end dialogue system architectures based on neural networks have shown promising results
on several dialogue tasks (Ritter et al., 2011; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Lowe et al., 2015a; Sordoni
et al., 2015b; Shang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Serban et al., 2016; Serban et al., 2017b,a; Dodge
et al., 2015). In their purest form, these models take as input a dialogue in text form and output
a response (or a distribution over responses). We call these systems end-to-end dialogue systems
because they possess two important properties. First, they do not contain or require learning any
sub-components (such as Natural Language Interpreters or Dialogue State Trackers). Consequently,
there is no need to collect intermediate labels (e.g. user intention or dialogue state labels). Second,
all model parameters are optimized w.r.t. a single objective function. Often the objective function
chosen is maximum log-likelihood (or cross-entropy) on a fixed corpus of dialogues. Although in
the original formulation these models depended only on the dialogue context, they may be extended
to also depend on outputs from other components (e.g. outputs from the speech recognition tracker),
and on external knowledge (e.g. external databases).
End-to-end dialogue systems can be divided into two categories: those that select deterministi-
cally from a fixed set of possible responses, and those that attempt to generate responses by keeping
a posterior distribution over possible utterances. Systems in the first category map the dialogue his-
tory, tracker outputs and external knowledge (e.g. a database, which can be queried by the system)
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to a response action:
fθ : {dialogue history, tracker outputs, external knowledge} → action at, (1)
where at is the dialogue system response action at time t, and θ is the set of parameters that defines
f . Information retrieval and ranking-based systems — systems that search through a database of
dialogues and pick responses with the most similar context, such as the model proposed by Banchs
and Li (2012) — belong to this category. In this case, the mapping function fθ projects the dialogue
history into a Euclidean space (e.g. using TF-IDF bag-of-words representations). The response is
then found by projecting all potential responses into the same Euclidean space, and the response
closest to the desirable response region is selected. The neural network proposed by Lowe et al.
(2015a) also belongs to this category. In this case, the dialogue history is projected into a Euclidean
space using a recurrent neural network encoding the dialogue word-by-word. Similarly, a set of can-
didate responses are mapped into the same Euclidean space using another recurrent neural network
encoding the response word-by-word. Finally, a relevance score is computed between the dialogue
context and each candidate response, and the response with the highest score is returned. Hybrid
or combined models, such as the model built on both a phrase-based statistical machine translation
system and a recurrent neural network proposed by Sordoni et al. (2015b), also belong to this cate-
gory. In this case, a response is generated by deterministically creating a fixed number of answers
using the machine translation system and then picking the response according to the score given
by a a neural network. Although both of its sub-components are based on probabilistic models, the
final model does not construct a probability distribution over all possible responses.1
In contrast to a deterministic system, a generative system explicitly computes a full posterior
probability distribution over possible system response actions at every turn:
Pθ(action at | dialogue history, tracker outputs, external knowledge). (2)
Systems based on generative recurrent neural networks belong to this category (Vinyals and Le,
2015). By breaking down eq. (2) into a product of probabilities over words, responses can be
generated by sampling word-by-word from their probability distribution. Unlike the deterministic
response models, these systems are also able to generate entirely novel responses (e.g. by sampling
word-by-word). Highly probable responses, i.e. the response with the highest probability, can fur-
ther be generated by using a method known as beam-search (Graves, 2012). These systems project
each word into a Euclidean space (known as a word embedding) (Bengio et al., 2003); they also
project the dialogue history and external knowledge into a Euclidean space (Wen et al., 2015; Lowe
et al., 2015b). Similarly, the system proposed by Ritter et al. (2011) belongs to this category. Their
model uses a statistical machine translation model to map a dialogue history to its response. When
trained solely on text, these generative models can be viewed as unsupervised learning models,
because they aim to reproduce data distributions. In other words, the models learn to assign a prob-
ability to every possible conversation, and since they generate responses word by word, they must
learn to simulate the behaviour of the agents in the training corpus.
Early reinforcement learning dialogue systems with stochastic policies also belong to this cat-
egory (the NJFun system (Singh et al., 2002) is an example of this). In contrast to the neural
network and statistical machine translation systems, these reinforcement learning systems typically
1. Although the model does not require intermediate labels, it consists of sub-components whose parameters are trained
with different objective functions. Therefore, strictly speaking, this is not an end-to-end model.
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have very small sets of possible hand-crafted system states (e.g. hand-crafted features describing
the dialogue state). The action space is also limited to a small set of pre-defined responses. This
makes it possible to apply established reinforcement learning algorithms to train them either online
or offline, however it also severely limits their application area. As Singh et al. (Singh et al., 2002,
p.5) remark: “We view the design of an appropriate state space as application-dependent, and a task
for a skilled system designer.”
3. Dialogue Interaction Types & Aspects
This section provides a high-level discussion of different types of dialogue interactions and their
salient aspects. The categorization of dialogues is useful for understanding the utility of various
datasets for particular applications, as well as for grouping these datasets together to demonstrate
available corpora in a given area.
3.1 Written, Spoken & Multi-modal Corpora
An important distinction between dialogue corpora is whether participants (interlocutors) interact
through written language, spoken language, or in a multi-modal setting (e.g. using both speech and
visual modalities). Written and spoken language differ substantially w.r.t. their linguistic properties.
.Spoken language tends to be less formal, containing lower information content and many more
pronouns than written language (Carter and McCarthy, 2006; Biber and Finegan, 2001, 1986). In
particular, the differences are magnified when written language is compared to spoken face-to-
face conversations, which are multi-modal and highly socially situated. As Biber and Finegan
(1986) observed, pronouns, questions, and contradictions, as well as that-clauses and if-clauses,
appear with a high frequency in face-to-face conversations. Forchini (2012) summarized these
differences: “... studies show that face-to-face conversation is interpersonal, situation-dependent
has no narrative concern or as Biber and Finegan (1986) put it, is a highly interactive, situated
and immediate text type...” Due to these differences between spoken and written language, we will
emphasize the distinction between dialogue corpora in written and spoken language in the following
sections.
Similarly, dialogues involving visual and other modalities differ from dialogues without these
modalities (Card et al., 1983; Goodwin, 1981). When a visual modality is available — for example,
when two human interlucators converse face-to-face — body language and eye gaze has a significant
impact on what is said and how it is said (Gibson and Pick, 1963; Lord and Haith, 1974; Cooper,
1974; Chartrand and Bargh, 1999; de Kok et al., 2013). Aside from the visual modality, dialogue
systems may also incorporate other situational modalities, including aspects of virtual environments
(Rickel and Johnson, 1999; Traum and Rickel, 2002) and user profiles (Li et al., 2016).
3.2 Human-Human Vs. Human-Machine Corpora
Another important distinction between dialogue datasets resides in the types of interlocutors —
notably, whether it involves interactions between two humans, or between a human and a computer2.
The distinction is important because current artificial dialogue systems are significantly constrained.
2. Machine-machine dialogue corpora are not of interest to us, because they typically differ significantly from natural
human language. Furthermore, user simulation models are outside the scope of this survey.
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These systems do not produce nearly the same distribution of possible responses as humans do under
equivalent circumstances. As stated by Williams and Young (2007):
(Human-human conversation) does not contain the same distribution of understanding
errors, and human–human turn-taking is much richer than human-machine dialog. As
a result, human-machine dialogue exhibits very different traits than human-human dia-
logue (Doran et al., 2001; Moore and Browning, 1992).
The expectation a human interlucator begins with, and the interface through which they interact,
also affect the nature of the conversation (J. and D., 1988).
For goal-driven settings, Williams and Young (2007) have previously argued against building
data-driven dialogue systems using human-human dialogues: “... using human-human conversation
data is not appropriate because it does not contain the same distribution of understanding errors,
and because human-human turn-taking is much richer than human-machine dialog.” This line
of reasoning seems particularly applicable to spoken dialogue systems, where speech recognition
errors can have a critical impact on performance and therefore must be taken into account when
learning the dialogue model. The argument is also relevant to goal-driven dialogue systems, where
an effective dialogue model can often be learned using reinforcement learning techniques. Williams
and Young (2007) also argue against learning from corpora generated between humans and existing
dialogue systems: “While it would be possible to use a corpus collected from an existing spoken
dialogue system, supervised learning would simply learn to approximate the policy used by that
spoken dialogue system and an overall performance improvement would therefore be unlikely.”
Thus, it appears, for goal-driven spoken dialogue systems in particular, that the most effective
strategy is learning online through interaction with real users. Nonetheless, there exists useful
human-machine corpora where the interacting machine uses a stochastic policy that can generate
sufficient coverage of the task (e.g. enough good and enough bad dialogue examples) to allow an
effective dialogue model to be learned. In this case, the goal is to learn a policy that is eventually
better than the original stochastic policy used to generate the corpus through a process known as
bootstrapping.
In this survey we focus on data-driven learning from human-human and human-machine di-
alogue corpora. Despite the advantages of learning online through interactions with real users,
learning based on human-human dialogue corpora may be more suitable for open domain dialogue
systems because they reflect natural dialogue interactions. By natural dialogues, we mean conver-
sations that are unconstrained and unscripted, e.g. between interlocutors who are not instructed to
carry out a particular task, to follow a series of instructions, or to act out a scripted dialogue. In this
setting, the dialogue process is relatively unaffected by researchers, e.g. the interlocutors are not in-
terrupted by question prompts in the middle of a dialogue. As can be expected, such conversations
include a significant amount of turn-taking, pauses and common grounding phenomena (Clark and
Brennan, 1991). Additionally, they are more diverse, and open up the possibility for the model to
learn to understand natural language.
3.3 Natural Vs. Unnatural Corpora
The way in which a dialogue corpus is generated and collected can have a significant influence on the
trained data-driven dialogue system. In the case of human-human dialogues, an ideal corpus should
closely resemble natural dialogues between humans. Arguably, this is the case when conversations
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between humans are recorded and transcribed, and when the humans in the dialogue represent the
true population of users with whom the dialogue system is intended to interact. It is even better
if they are unaware of the fact that they are being recorded, but this is not always possible due to
ethical considerations and resource constraints.
Due to ethical considerations and resource constraints, researchers may be forced to inform the
human interlocutors that they are being recorded or to setup artificial experiments in which they
hire humans and instruct them to carry out a particular task by interacting with a dialogue system.
In these cases, there is no guarantee that the interactions in the corpus will reflect true interactions,
since the hired humans may behave differently from the true user population. One factor that may
cause behavioural differences is the fact that the hired humans may not share the same intentions
and motivations as the true user population (Young et al., 2013). The unnaturalness may be further
exacerbated by the hiring process, as well as the platform through which they interact. Such factors
are becoming more prevalent as researchers increasingly rely on crowdsourcing platforms, such as
Amazon Mechanical Turk, to collect and evaluate dialogue data (Jurcıcek et al., 2011).
In the case of Wizard-of-Oz experiments (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2008; Petrik, 2004), a human
thinks (s)he is speaking to a machine, but a human operator is in fact controlling the dialogue system.
This enables the generation of datasets that are closer in nature to the dialogues humans may wish
to have with a good AI dialogue system. Unfortunately, such experiments are expensive and time-
consuming to carry out. Ultimately the impact of any unnaturalness in the dialogues depends on the
task and context in which the dialogue system is deployed.
3.4 Corpora from Fiction
It is also possible to use artificial dialogue corpora for data-driven learning. This includes cor-
pora based on works of fiction such as novels, movie manuscripts and audio subtitles. However,
unlike transcribed human-human conversations, novels, movie manuscripts, and audio subtitles de-
pend upon events outside the current conversation, which are not observed. This makes data-driven
learning more difficult because the dialogue system has to account for unknown factors. The same
problem is also observed in certain other media, such as microblogging websites (e.g. Twitter and
Weibo), where conversations also may depend on external unobserved events.
Nevertheless, recent studies have found that spoken language in movies resembles spontaneous
human spoken language (Forchini, 2009). Although movie dialogues are explicitly written to be
spoken and contain certain artificial elements, many of the linguistic and paralinguistic features
contained within the dialogues are similar to natural spoken language, including dialogue acts such
as turn-taking and reciprocity (e.g. returning a greeting when greeted). The artificial differences that
exist may even be helpful for data-driven dialogue learning since movie dialogues are more compact,
follow a steady rhythm, and contain less garbling and repetition, all while still presenting a clear
event or message to the viewer (Dose, 2013; Forchini, 2009, 2012). Unlike dialogues extracted from
Wizard-of-Oz human experiments, movie dialogues span many different topics and occur in many
different environments (Webb, 2010). They contain different actors with different intentions and
relationships to one another, which could potentially allow a data-driven dialogue system to learn to
personalize itself to different users by making use of different interaction patterns (Li et al., 2016).
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3.5 Corpus Size
As in other machine learning applications such as machine translation (Al-Onaizan et al., 2000;
Gu¨lc¸ehre et al., 2015) and speech recognition (Deng and Li, 2013; Bengio et al., 2014), the size of
the dialogue corpus is important for building an effective data-driven dialogue (Lowe et al., 2015a;
Serban et al., 2016).
There are two primary perspectives on the importance of dataset size for building data-driven
dialogue systems. The first perspective comes from the machine learning literature: larger datasets
place constraints on the dialogue model trained from that data. Datasets with few examples may
require strong structural priors placed on the model, such as using a modular system, while large
datasets can be used to train end-to-end dialogue systems with less a priori structure. The second
comes from a statistical natural language processing perspective: since the statistical complexity of a
corpus grows with the linguistic diversity and number of topics, the number of examples required by
a machine learning algorithm to model the patterns in it will also grow with the linguistic diversity
and number of topics. Consider two small datasets with the same number of dialogues in the domain
of bus schedule information: in one dataset the conversations between the users and operator is
natural, and the operator can improvise and chitchat; in the other dataset, the operator reads from a
script to provide the bus information. Despite having the same size, the second dataset will have less
linguistic diversity and not include chitchat topics. Therefore, it will be easier to train a data-driven
dialogue system mimcking the behaviour of the operator in the second dataset, however it will also
exhibit a highly pedantic style and not be able to chitchat. In addition to this, to have an effective
discussion between any two agents, their common knowledge must be represented and understood
by both parties. The process of establishing this common knowledge, also known as grounding,
is especially critical to repair misunderstandings between humans and dialogue systems (Cahn and
Brennan, 1999). Since the number of misunderstandings can grow with the lexical diversity and
number of topics (e.g. misunderstanding the paraphrase of an existing word, or misunderstanding a
rarely seen keyword), the number of examples required to repair these grow with linguistic diversity
and topics. In particular, the effect of linguistic diversity has been observed in practice: Vinyals
and Le (2015) train a simple encoder-decoder neural network on a proprietary dataset of technical
support dialogues. Although it has a similar size and purpose as the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus (Lowe
et al., 2015a), the qualitative examples shown by Vinyals and Le (2015) are significantly superior
to those obtained by more complex models on the Ubuntu Corpus (Serban et al., 2017a). This
result may likely be explained in part due to the fact that technical support operators often follow a
comprehensive script for solving problems. As such, the script would reduce the linguistic diversity
of their responses.
Furthermore, since the majority of human-human dialogues are multi-modal and highly am-
biguous in nature (Chartrand and Bargh, 1999; de Kok et al., 2013), the size of the corpus may
compensate for some of the ambiguity and missing modalities. If the corpus is sufficiently large,
then the resolved ambiguities and missing modalities may, for example, be approximated using
latent stochastic variables (Serban et al., 2017b). Thus, we include corpus size as a dimension
of analysis. We also discuss the benefits and drawbacks of several popular large-scale datasets in
Section 5.1.
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4. Available Dialogue Datasets
There is a vast amount of data available documenting human communication. Much of this data
could be used — perhaps after some pre-processing — to train a dialogue system. However, cov-
ering all such sources of data would be infeasible. Thus, we restrict the scope of this survey to
datasets that have already been used to study dialogue or build dialogue systems, and to very large
corpora of interactions—that may or may not be strictly considered dialogue datasets—which could
be leveraged in the near future to build more sophisticated data-driven dialogue models. We restrict
the selection further to contain only corpora generated from spoken or written English, and to cor-
pora which, to the best of our knowledge, either are publicly available or will be made available in
the near future. We first give a brief overview of each of the considered corpora, and later high-
light some of the more promising examples, explaining how they could be used to further dialogue
research.3
The dialogue datasets analyzed in this paper are listed in Tables 1-5. Column features indicate
properties of the datasets, including the number of dialogues, average dialogue length, number of
words, whether the interactions are between humans or with an automated system, and whether
the dialogues are written or spoken. Below, we discuss qualitative features of the datasets, while
statistics can be found in the aforementioned table.
4.1 Human-Machine Corpora
As discussed in Subsection 3.2, an important distinction between dialogue datasets is whether they
consist of dialogues between two humans or between a human and a machine. Thus, we begin by
outlining some of the existing human-machine corpora in several categories based on the types of
systems the humans interact with: Restaurant and Travel Information, Open-Domain Knowledge
Retrieval, and Other Specialized systems. Note, we also include human-human corpora here where
one human plays the role of the machine in a Wizard-of-Oz fashion.
4.1.1 RESTAURANT AND TRAVEL INFORMATION
One common theme in human-machine language datasets is interaction with systems which provide
restaurant or travel information. Here we’ll briefly describe some human-machine dialogue datasets
in this domain.
One of the most popular recent sources of such data has come from the datasets for structured
dialogue prediction released in conjunction with the Dialog State Tracking Challenge (DSTC)
(Williams et al., 2013). As the name implies, these datasets are used to learn a strategy for the Di-
alogue State Tracker (sometimes called ‘belief tracking’), which involves estimating the intentions
of a user throughout a dialog. State tracking is useful as it can increase the robustness of speech
recognition systems, and can provide an implementable framework for real-world dialogue sys-
tems. Particularly in the context of goal-oriented dialogue systems (such as those providing travel
and restaurant information), state tracking is necessary for creating coherent conversational inter-
faces. As such, the first three datasets in the DSTC—referred to as DSTC1, DSTC2, and DSTC3
respectively—are medium-sized spoken datasets obtained from human-machine interactions with
3. We form a live list of the corpora discussed in this work, along with links to downloads, at: http://breakend.
github.io/DialogDatasets. Pull requests can be made to the Github repository (https://github.
com/Breakend/DialogDatasets) hosting the website for continuing updates to the list of corpora.
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restaurant and travel information systems. All datasets provide labels specifying the current goal
and desired action of the system.
DSTC1 (Williams et al., 2013) features conversations with an automated bus information in-
terface, where users request bus routes from the system and the system responds with clarifying
queries or the desired information. DSTC2 introduces changing user goals in a restaurant booking
system, while trying to provide a desired reservation(Henderson et al., 2014b). DSTC3 introduces
a small amount of labelled data in the domain of tourist information. It is intended to be used in
conjunction with the DSTC2 dataset as a domain adaptation problem (Henderson et al., 2014a).
The Carnegie Mellon Communicator Corpus (Bennett and Rudnicky, 2002) also contains
human-machine interactions with a travel booking system. It is a medium-sized dataset of interac-
tions with a system providing up-to-the-minute flight information, hotel information, and car rentals.
Conversations with the system were transcribed, along with the user’s comments at the end of the
interaction.
The ATIS (Air Travel Information System) Pilot Corpus (Hemphill et al., 1990) is one of
the first human-machine corpora. It consists of interactions, lasting about 40 minutes each, between
human participants and a travel-type booking system, secretly operated by humans. Unlike the
Carnegie Mellon Communicator Corpus, it only contains 1041 utterances.
In the Maluuba Frames Corpus (El Asri et al., 2017), one user plays the role of a conversa-
tional agent in a Wizard-of-Oz fashion, while the other user is tasked with finding available travel or
vacation accommodations according to a pre-specified task. The Wizard is provided with a knowl-
edge database which recorded their actions. Semantic frames are annotated in addition to actions
which the Wizard performed on the database to accompany a line of dialogue. In this way, the
Frames corpus aims to track decision-making processes in travel- and hotel-booking through natu-
ral dialog.
4.1.2 OPEN-DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE RETRIEVAL
Knowledge retrieval and Question & Answer (QA) corpora are a broad distinction of corpora that
we will not extensively review here. Instead, we include only those QA corpora which explicitly
record interactions of humans with existing systems. The Ritel corpus (Rosset and Petel, 2006) is
a small dataset of 528 dialogs with the Wizard-of-Oz Ritel platform. The project’s purpose was to
integrate spoken language dialogue systems with open-domain information retrieval systems, with
the end goal of allowing humans to ask general questions and iteratively refine their search. The
questions in the corpus mostly revolve around politics and the economy, such as “Who is currently
presiding the Senate?”, along with some conversations about arts and science-related topics.
Other similar open-domain corpora in this area include WikiQA Yang et al. (2015) and MS
MARCO Nguyen et al. (2016), which compile responses from automated Bing searches and hu-
man annotators. However, these do not record dialogs, but rather simply gather possible responses
to queries. As such, we won’t discuss these datasets further, but rather mention them briefly as
examples of other Open-Domain corpora in the field.
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4.1.3 OTHER
The DIALOG mathematical proof dataset (Wolska et al., 2004) is a Wizard-of-Oz dataset in-
volving an automated tutoring system that attempts to advise students on proving mathematical
theorems. This is done using a hinting algorithm that provides clues when students come up with an
incorrect answer. At only 66 dialogues, the dataset is very small, and consists of a conglomeration
of text-based interactions with the system, as well as think-aloud audio and video footage recorded
by the users as they interacted with the system. The latter was transcribed and annotated with simple
speech acts such as ‘signaling emotions’ or ‘self-addressing’.
The MATCH corpus (Georgila et al., 2010) is a small corpus of 447 dialogues based on a
Wizard-of-Oz experiment, which collected 50 young and old adults interacting with spoken dialogue
systems. These conversations were annotated semi-automatically with dialogue acts and “Informa-
tion State Update” (ISU) representations of dialogue context. The corpus also contains information
about the users’ cognitive abilities, with the motivation of modeling how the elderly interact with
dialogue systems.
4.2 Human-Human Spoken Corpora
Naturally, there is much more data available for conversations between humans than conversations
between humans and machines. Thus, we break down this category further, into spoken dialogues
(this section) and written dialogues (Section 4.3). The distinction between spoken and written dia-
logues is important, since the distribution of utterances changes dramatically according to the nature
of the interaction. As discussed in Subsection 3.1, spoken dialogues tend to be more colloquial and
generally well-formed as the user speaks in train-of-thought manner; they also tend to use shorter
words and phrases. Conversely, in written communication, users have the ability to reflect on what
they are writing before they send a message. Written dialogues can also contain spelling errors or
abbreviations, though, which are generally not transcribed in spoken dialogues.
4.2.1 SPONTANEOUS SPOKEN CORPORA
We first introduce datasets in which the topics of conversation are either casual, or not pre-specified
in any way. We refer to these corpora as spontaneous, as we believe they most closely mimic
spontaneous and unplanned spoken interactions between humans.
Perhaps one of the most influential spoken corpora is the Switchboard dataset (Godfrey et al.,
1992). This dataset consists of approximately 2,500 dialogues from phone calls, along with word-
by-word transcriptions with about 500 total speakers. A computer-driven robot operator system
introduced a topic for discussion between two participants, and recorded the resulting conversation.
About 70 casual topics were provided, of which about 50 were frequently used. The corpus was
originally designed for training and testing various speech processing algorithms; however, it has
since been used for a wide variety of other tasks, including the modeling of dialogue acts such as
‘statement’, ‘question’, and ‘agreement’ (Stolcke et al., 2000).
Another important dataset is the British National Corpus (BNC) (Leech, 1992), which contains
approximately 10 million words of dialogue. These were collected in a variety of contexts ranging
from formal business or government meetings, to radio shows and phone-ins. Although most of
the conversations are spoken in nature, some of them are also written. BNC covers a large number
of sources, and was designed to represent a wide cross-section of British English from the late
twentieth century. The corpus also includes part-of-speech (POS) tagging for every word. The vast
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array of settings and topics covered by this corpus renders it very useful as a general-purpose spoken
dialogue dataset.
Other datasets have been collected for the analysis of spoken English over the telephone. The
CALLHOME American English Speech Corpus (Canavan et al., 1997) consists of 120 such
conversations totalling about 60 hours, mostly between family members or close friends. Similarly,
the CALLFRIEND American English-Non-Southern Dialect Corpus (Canavan and Zipperlen,
1996) consists of 60 telephone conversations lasting 5-30 minutes each between English speakers in
North America without a Southern accent. It is annotated with speaker information such as sex, age,
and education. The goal of the project was to support the development of language identification
technologies, yet, there are no distinguishing features in either of these corpora in terms of the topics
of conversation.
An attempt to capture exclusively teenage spoken language was made in the Bergen Corpus
of London Teenager Language (COLT) (Haslerud and Stenstro¨m, 1995). Conversations were
recorded surreptitiously by student ‘recruits’, with a Sony Walkman and a lapel microphone, in
order to obtain a better representation of teenager interactions ‘in-the-wild’. This dataset has been
used to identify trends in language evolution in teenagers (Stenstro¨m et al., 2002).
The Cambridge and Nottingham Corpus of Discourse in English (CANCODE) (McCarthy,
1998) is a subset of the Cambridge International Corpus, containing about 5 million words collected
from recordings made throughout the islands of Britain and Ireland. It was constructed by Cam-
bridge University Press and the University of Nottingham using dialogue data on general topics
between 1995 and 2000. It focuses on interpersonal communication in a range of social contexts,
varying from hair salons, to post offices, to restaurants. This has been used, for example, to study
language awareness in relation to spoken texts and their cultural contexts (Carter, 1998). In the
dataset, the relationships between speakers (e.g. roommates, strangers) is labeled and the interac-
tion type is provided (e.g. professional, intimate).
Other works have attempted to record the physical elements of conversations between humans.
To this end, a small corpus entitled d64 Multimodal Conversational Corpus (Oertel et al., 2013)
was collected, incorporating data from 7 video cameras, and the registration of 3-D head, torso,
and arm motion using an Optitrack system. Significant effort was made to make the data collection
process as non-intrusive—and thus, naturalistic—as possible. Annotations were made to attempt to
quantify overall group excitement and pairwise social distance between participants.
A similar attempt to incorporate computer vision features was made in the AMI Meeting Cor-
pus (Renals et al., 2007), where cameras, a VGA data projector capture, whiteboard capture, and
digital pen capture, were all used in addition to speech recordings for various meeting scenarios.
As with the d64 corpus, the AMI Meeting Corpus is a small dataset of multi-participant chats, that
has not been disentangled into strict dialogue. The dataset has often been used for analysis of the
dynamics of various corporate and academic meeting scenarios.
In a similar vein, the Cardiff Conversation Database (CCDb) (Aubrey et al., 2013) is an audio-
visual database containing unscripted natural conversations between pairs of people. The original
dataset consisted of 30 five minute conversations, 7 of which were fully annotated with transcrip-
tions and behavioural annotations such as speaker activity, facial expressions, head motions, and
smiles. The content of the conversation is an unconstrained discussion on topics such as movies.
While the original dataset featured 2D visual feeds, an updated version with 3D video has also been
derived, called the 4D Cardiff Conversation Database (4D CCDb) (Vandeventer et al., 2015).
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This version contains 17 one-minute conversations from 4 participants on similarly un-constrained
topics.
The Diachronic Corpus of Present-Day Spoken English (DCPSE) (Aarts and Wallis, 2006) is
a parsed corpus of spoken English made up of two separate datasets. It contains more than 400,000
words from the ICE-GB corpus (collected in the early 1990s) and 400,000 words from the London-
Lund Corpus (collected in the late 1960s-early 1980s). ICE-GB refers to the British component of
the International Corpus of English (Greenbaum and Nelson, 1996; Greenbaum, 1996) and contains
both spoken and written dialogues from English adults who have completed secondary education.
The dataset was selected to provide a representative sample of British English. The London-Lund
Corpus (Svartvik, 1990) consists exclusively of spoken British conversations, both dialogues and
monologues. It contains a selection of face-to-face, telephone, and public discussion dialogues; the
latter refers to dialogues that are heard by an audience that does not participate in the dialogue, in-
cluding interviews and panel discussions that have been broadcast. The orthographic transcriptions
of the datasets are normalised and annotated according to the same criteria; ICE-GB was used as a
gold standard for the parsing of DCPSE.
The Spoken Corpus of the Survey of English Dialects (Beare and Scott, 1999) consists of
1000 recordings, with about 0.8 million total words, collected from 1948-1961 in order to document
various existing English dialects. People aged 60 and over were recruited, being most likely to speak
the traditional ‘uncontaminated’ dialects of their area and encouraged to talk about their memories,
families, work, and their countryside folklore.
The Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES) (MacWhinney and Snow, 1985) is a
database organized for the study of first and second language acquisition. The database contains 10
million English words and approximately the same number of non-English words. It also contains
transcripts, with occasional audio and video recordings of data collected from children and adults
learning both first and second languages, although the English transcripts are mostly from children.
This corpus could be leveraged in order to build automated teaching assistants.
The expanded Charlotte Narrative and Conversation Collection (CNCC), a subset of the first
release of the American National Corpus (Reppen and Ide, 2004), contains 95 narratives, conver-
sations and interviews representative of the residents of Mecklenburg County, North Carolina and
its surrounding communities. The purpose of the CNCC was to create a corpus of conversation and
conversational narration in a ’New South’ city at the beginning of the 21st century, that could be
used as a resource for linguistic analysis. It was originally released as one of several collections
in the New South Voices corpus, which otherwise contained mostly oral histories. Information on
speaker age and gender in the CNCC is included in the header for each transcript.
4.2.2 CONSTRAINED SPOKEN CORPORA
Next, we discuss domains in which conversations only occur about a particular topic, or intend to
solve a specific task. Not only is the topic of the conversation specified beforehand, but participants
are discouraged from deviating off-topic. As a result, these corpora are slightly less general than
their spontaneous counterparts; however, they may be useful for building goal-oriented dialogue
systems. As discussed in Subsection 3.3, this may also make the conversations less natural. We can
further subdivide this category into the types of topics they cover: path-finding or planning tasks,
persuasion tasks or debates, Q&A or information retrieval tasks, and miscellaneous topics.
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Collaborative Path-Finding or Planning Tasks Several corpora focus on task planning or path-
finding through the collaboration of two interlocutors. In these corpora typically one person acts as
the decision maker and the other acts as the observer.
A well-known example of such a dataset is the HCRC Map Task Corpus (Anderson et al.,
1991), that consists of unscripted, task-oriented dialogues that have been digitally recorded and
transcribed. The corpus uses the Map Task (Brown et al., 1984), where participants must collab-
orate verbally to reproduce a route on one of the participant’s map on the map of another partic-
ipant. The corpus is fairly small, but it controls for the familiarity between speakers, eye contact
between speakers, matching between landmarks on the participants’ maps, opportunities for con-
trastive stress, and phonological characteristics of landmark names. By adding these controls, the
dataset attempts to focus on solely the dialogue and human speech involved in the planning process.
The Walking Around Corpus (Brennan et al., 2013) consists of 36 dialogues between people
communicating over mobile telephone. The dialogues have two parts: first, a ‘stationary partner’
is asked to direct a ‘mobile partner’ to find 18 destinations on a medium-sized university campus.
The stationary partner is equipped with a map marked with the target destinations accompanied by
photos of the locations, while the mobile partner is given a GPS navigation system and a camera to
take photos. In the second part, the participants are asked to interact in-person in order to duplicate
the photos taken by the mobile partner. The goal of the dataset is to provide a testbed for natural
lexical entrainment, and to be used as a resource for pedestrian navigation applications.
The TRAINS 93 Dialogues Corpus (Heeman and Allen, 1995) consists of recordings of two
interlocutors interacting to solve various planning tasks for scheduling train routes and arranging
railroad freight. One user acts the role of a planning assistant system and the other user acts as
the coordinator. This was not done in a Wizard-of-Oz fashion, and as such is not considered a
Human-Machine corpus. 34 different interlocutors were asked to complete 20 different tasks such
as: “Determine the maximum number of boxcars of oranges that you could get to Bath by 7 AM
tomorrow morning. It is now 12 midnight.” The person playing the role of the planning assistant was
provided with access to information that is needed to solve the task. Also included in the dataset
is the information available to both users, the length of dialogue, and the speaker and “system”
interlocutor identities.
The Verbmobil Corpus (Burger et al., 2000) is a multilingual corpus consisting of English,
German, and Japanese dialogues collected for the purposes of training and testing the Verbmobil
project system. The system was a designed for speech-to-speech machine translation tasks. Dia-
logues were recorded in a variety of conditions and settings with room microphones, telephones,
or close microphones, and were subsequently transcribed. Users were tasked with planning and
scheduling an appointment throughout the course of the dialogue. Note that while there have been
several versions of the Verbmobil corpora released, we refer to the entire collection here as described
in (Burger et al., 2000). Dialogue acts were annotated in a subset of the corpus (1,505 mixed dia-
logues in German, English and Japanese). 76,210 acts were annotated with 32 possible categories
of dialogue acts Alexandersson et al. (2000)4.
Persuasion and Debates Another theme recurring among constrained spoken corpora is the ap-
pearance of persuasion or debate tasks. These can involve general debates on a topic or tasking
a specific interlocutor to try to convince another interlocutor of some opinion or topic. Generally,
4. Note, this information and further facts about the Verbmobil project and corpus can be found here: http:
//verbmobil.dfki.de/facts.html
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these datasets record the outcome of how convinced the audience is of the argument at the end of
the dialogue or debate.
The Green Persuasive Dataset (Douglas-Cowie et al., 2007) was recorded in 2007 to provide
data for the HUMAINE project, whose goal is to develop interfaces that can register and respond
to emotion. In the dataset, a persuader with strong pro-environmental (‘pro-green’) feelings tries to
convince persuadees to consider adopting more green lifestyles; these interactions are in the form of
dialogues. It contains 8 long dialogues, totalling about 30 minutes each. Since the persuadees often
either disagree or agree strongly with the persuaders points, this would be good corpus for studying
social signs of (dis)-agreement between two people.
The MAHNOB Mimicry Database (Sun et al., 2011) contains 11 hours of recordings, split
over 54 sessions between 60 people engaged either in a socio-political discussion or negotiating a
tenancy agreement. This dataset consists of a set of fully synchronised audio-visual recordings of
natural dyadic (one-on-one) interactions. It is one of several dialogue corpora that provide multi-
modal data for analyzing human behaviour during conversations. Such corpora often consist of
auditory, visual, and written transcriptions of the dialogues. Here, only audio-visual recordings are
provided. The purpose of the dataset was to analyze mimicry (i.e. when one participant mimics the
verbal and nonverbal expressions of their counterpart). The authors provide some benchmark video
classification models to this effect.
The Intelligence Squared Debate Dataset (Zhang et al., 2016) covers the “Intelligence Squared”
Oxford-style debates taking place between 2006 and 2015. The topics of the debates vary across
the dataset, but are constrained within the context of each debate. Speakers are labeled and the full
transcript of the debate is provided. Furthermore, the outcome of the debate is provided (how many
of the audience members were for the given proposal or against, before and after the debate).
QA or Information Retrieval There are several corpora which feature direct question and an-
swering sessions. These may involve general QA, such as in a press conference, or more task-
specific lines of questioning, as to retrieve a specific set of information.
The Corpus of Professional Spoken American English (CPSAE) (Barlow, 2000) was con-
structed using a selection of transcripts of interactions occurring in professional settings. The corpus
contains two million words involving over 400 speakers, recorded between 1994-1998. The CPASE
has two main components. The first is a collection of transcripts (0.9 million words) of White House
press conferences, which contains almost exclusively question and answer sessions, with some pol-
icy statements by politicians. The second component consists of transcripts (1.1 million words) of
faculty meetings and committee meetings related to national tests that involve statements, discus-
sions, and questions. The creation of the corpus was motivated by the desire to understand and
model more formal uses of the English language.
As previously mentioned, the Dialog State Tracking Challenge (DSTC) consists of a series of
datasets evaluated using a ‘state tracking’ or ‘slot filling’ metric. While the first 3 installments of
this challenge had conversations between a human participant and a computer, DSTC4 (Kim et al.,
2015) contains dialogues between humans. In particular, this dataset has 35 conversations with 21
hours of interactions between tourists and tour guides over Skype, discussing information on hotels,
flights, and car rentals. Due to the small size of the dataset, researchers were encouraged to use
transfer learning from other datasets in the DSTC in order to improve state tracking performance.
This same training set is used for DSTC5 (Kim et al., 2016) as well. However, the goal of DSTC5
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is to study multi-lingual speech-act prediction, and therefore it combines the DSTC4 dialogues plus
a set of equivalent Chinese dialogs; evaluation is done on a holdout set of Chinese dialogues.
Miscellaneous Lastly, there are several corpora which do not fall into any of the aforementioned
categories, involving a range of tasks and situations.
The IDIAP Wolf Corpus (Hung and Chittaranjan, 2010) is an audio-visual corpus containing
natural conversational data of volunteers who took part in an adversarial role-playing game called
‘Werewolf’. Four groups of 8-12 people were recorded using headset microphones and synchro-
nised video cameras, resulting in over 7 hours of conversational data. The novelty of this dataset is
that the roles of other players are unknown to game participants, and some of the roles are decep-
tive in nature. Thus, there is a significant amount of lying that occurs during the game. Although
specific instances of lying are not annotated, each speaker is labeled with their role in the game. In
a dialogue setting, this could be useful for analyzing the differences in language when deception is
being used.
The SEMAINE Corpus (McKeown et al., 2010) consists of 100 ‘emotionally coloured’ con-
versations. Participants held conversations with an operator who adopted various roles designed to
evoke emotional reactions. These conversations were recorded with synchronous video and audio
devices. Importantly, the operators’ responses were stock phrases that were independent of the con-
tent of the user’s utterances, and only dependent on the user’s emotional state. This corpus motivates
building dialogue systems with affective and emotional intelligence abilities, since the corpus does
not exhibit the natural language understanding that normally occurs between human interlocutors.
The Loqui Human-Human Dialogue Corpus (Passonneau and Sachar, 2014) consists of an-
notated transcriptions of telephone interactions between patrons and librarians at New York City’s
Andrew Heiskell Braille & Talking Book Library in 2006. It stands out as it has annotated dis-
cussion topics, question-answer pair links (adjacency pairs), dialogue acts, and frames (discourse
units).
Similarly, the The ICSI Meeting Recorder Dialog Act (MRDA) Corpus (Shriberg et al., 2004)
has annotated dialogue acts, question-answer pair links (adjacency pairs), and dialogue hot spots5.
It consists of transcribed recordings of 75 ICSI meetings on several classes of topics including: the
ICSI meeting recorder project itself, automatic speech recognition, natural language processing and
neural theories of language, and discussions with the annotators for the project.
4.2.3 SCRIPTED CORPORA
A final category of spoken dialogue consists of conversations that have been pre-scripted for the
purpose of being spoken later. We refer to datasets containing such conversations as ‘scripted cor-
pora’. As discussed in Subsection 3.4, these datasets are distinct from spontaneous human-human
conversations, as they inevitably contain fewer ‘filler’ words and expressions that are common in
spoken dialogue. However, they should not be confused with human-human written dialogues, as
they are intended to sound like natural spoken conversations when read aloud by the participants.
Furthermore, these scripted dialogues are required to be dramatic, as they are generally sourced
from movies or TV shows.
There exist multiple scripted corpora based on movies and TV series. These can be sub-divided
into two categories: corpora that provide the actual scripts (i.e. the movie script or TV series script)
where each utterance is tagged with the appropriate speaker, and those that only contain subtitles
5. For more information on dialogue hot spots and how they relate to dialogue acts, see (Wrede and Shriberg, 2003).
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and consecutive utterances are not divided or labeled in any way. It is always preferable to have the
speaker labels, but there is significantly more unlabeled subtitle data available, and both sources of
information can be leveraged to build a dialogue system.
The Movie DiC Corpus (Banchs, 2012) is an example of the former case—it contains about
130,000 dialogues and 6 million words from movie scripts extracted from the Internet Movie Script
Data Collection6, carefully selected to cover a wide range of genres. These dialogues also come
with context descriptions, as written in the script. One derivation based on this corpus is the Movie
Triples Dataset (Serban et al., 2016). There is also the American Film Scripts Corpus and Film
Scripts Online Corpus which form the Film Scripts Online Series Corpus, which can be pur-
chased 7. The latter consists of a mix of British and American film scripts, while the former consists
of solely American films.
The majority of these datasets consist mostly of raw scripts, which are not guaranteed to portray
conversations between only two people. The dataset collected by Nio et al. (2014b), which we refer
to as the Filtered Movie Script Corpus, takes over 1 million utterance-response pairs from web-
based script resources and filters them down to 86,000 such pairs. The filtering method limits the
extracted utterances to X-Y-X triples, where X is spoken by the same actor and each of the utterance
share some semantic similarity. These triples are then decomposed into X-Y and Y-X pairs. Such
filtering largely removes conversations with more than two speakers, which could be useful in some
applications. Particularly, the filtering method helps to retain semantic context in the dialogue and
keeps a back-and-forth conversational flow that is desired in training many dialogue systems.
The Cornell Movie-Dialogue Corpus (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011) also has short
conversations extracted from movie scripts. The distinguishing feature of this dataset is the amount
of metadata available for each conversation: this includes movie metadata such as genre, release
year, and IMDB rating, as well as character metadata such as gender and position on movie credits.
Although this corpus contains 220,000 dialogue excerpts, it only contains 300,000 utterances; thus,
many of the excerpts consist of single utterances.
The Corpus of American Soap Operas (Davies, 2012b) contains 100 million words in more
than 22,000 transcripts of ten American TV-series soap operas from 2001 and 2012. Because it is
based on soap operas it is qualitatively different from the Movie Dic Corpus, which contains movies
in the action and horror genres. The corpus was collected to provide insights into colloquial Amer-
ican speech, as the vocabulary usage is quite different from the British National Corpus (Davies,
2012a). Unfortunately, this corpus does not come with speaker labels.
Another corpus consisting of dialogues from TV shows is the TVD Corpus (Roy et al., 2014).
This dataset consists of 191 movie transcripts from the comedy show The Big Bang Theory, and
the drama show Game of Thrones, along with crowd-sourced text descriptions (brief episode sum-
maries, longer episode outlines) and various types of metadata (speakers, shots, scenes). Text align-
ment algorithms are used to link descriptions and metadata to the appropriate sections of each script.
For example, one might align an event description with all the utterances associated with that event
in order to develop algorithms for locating specific events from raw dialogue, such as ’person X
tries to convince person Y’.
Some work has been done in order to analyze character style from movie scripts. This is aided by
a dataset collected by Walker et al. (2012a) that we refer to as the Character Style from Film Cor-
pus. This corpus was collected from the IMSDb archive, and is annotated for linguistic structures
6. http://www.imsdb.com
7. http://alexanderstreet.com/products/film-scripts-online-series
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and character archetypes. Features, such as the sentiment behind the utterances, are automatically
extracted and used to derive models of the characters in order to generate new utterances similar
in style to those spoken by the character. Thus, this dataset could be useful for building dialogue
personalization models.
There are two primary movie subtitle datasets: the OpenSubtitles (Tiedemann, 2012) and the
SubTle Corpus (Ameixa and Coheur, 2013). Both corpora are based on the OpenSubtitles web-
site.8 The OpenSubtitles dataset is a giant collection of movie subtitles, containing over 1 billion
words, whereas SubTle Corpus has been pre-processed in order to extract interaction-response pairs
that can help dialogue systems deal with out-of-domain (OOD) interactions.
The Corpus of English Dialogues 1560-1760 (CED) (Kyto¨ and Walker, 2006) compiles di-
alogues from the mid-16th century until the mid-18th century. The sources vary from real trial
transcripts to fiction dialogues. Due to the scripted nature of fictional dialogues and the fact that the
majority of the corpus consists of fictional dialogue, we classify it here as such. The corpus is com-
posed as follows: trial proceedings (285,660 words), witness depositions (172,940 words), drama
comedy works (238,590 words), didactic works (236,640 words), prose fiction (223,890 words),
and miscellaneous (25,970 words).
4.3 Human-Human Written Corpora
We proceed to survey corpora of conversations between humans in written form. As before, we
sub-divide this section into spontaneous and constrained corpora, depending on whether there are
restrictions on the topic of conversation. However, we make a further distinction between forum,
micro-blogging, and chat corpora.
Forum corpora consist of conversations on forum-based websites such as Reddit9 where users
can make posts, and other users can make comments or replies to said post. In some cases, com-
ments can be nested indefinitely, as users make replies to previous replies. Utterances in forum
corpora tend to be longer, and there is no restriction on the number of participants in a discussion.
On the other hand, conversations on micro-blogging websites such as Twitter10 tend to have very
short utterances as there is an upper bound on the number of characters permitted in each message.
As a result, these tend to exhibit highly colloquial language with many abbreviations. The identi-
fying feature of chat corpora is that the conversations take place in real-time between users. Thus,
these conversations share more similarities with spoken dialogue between humans, such as common
grounding phenomena.
4.3.1 SPONTANEOUS WRITTEN CORPORA
We begin with written corpora where the topic of conversation is not pre-specified. Such is the case
for the NPS Internet Chatroom Conversations Corpus (Forsyth and Martell, 2007), which con-
sists of 10,567 English utterances gathered from age-specific chat rooms of various online chat ser-
vices from October and November of 2006. Each utterance was annotated with part-of-speech and
dialogue act information; the correctness of this was verified manually. The NPS Internet Chatroom
Conversations Corpus was one of the first corpora of computer-mediated communication (CMC),
8. http://www.opensubtitles.org
9. http://www.reddit.com
10. http://www.twitter.com
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and it was intended for various NLP applications such as conversation thread topic detection, author
profiling, entity identification, and social network analysis.
Several corpora of spontaneous micro-blogging conversations have been collected, such as the
Twitter Corpus from Ritter et al. (2010), which contains 1.3 million post-reply pairs extracted from
Twitter. The corpus was originally constructed to aid in the production of unsupervised approaches
to modeling dialogue acts. Larger Twitter corpora have been collected. The Twitter Triples Cor-
pus (Sordoni et al., 2015b) is one such example, with a described original dataset of 127 million
context-message-response triples, but only a small labeled subset of this corpus has been released.
Specifically, the released labeled subset contains 4,232 pairs that scored an average of greater than
4 on the Likert scale by crowdsourced evaluators for quality of the response to the context-message
pair. Similarly, large micro-blogging corpora such as the Sina Weibo Corpus (Shang et al., 2015),
which contains 4.5 million post-reply pairs, have been collected; however, the authors have not yet
been made publicly available. We do not include the Sina Weibo Corpus (and its derivatives) in the
tables in this section, as they are not primarily in English.
The Usenet Corpus (Shaoul and Westbury, 2009) is a gigantic collection of public Usenet
postings11 containing over 7 billion words from October 2005 to January 2011. Usenet was a
distributed discussion system established in 1980 where participants could post articles to one of
47,860 ‘newsgroup’ categories. It is seen as the precursor to many current Internet forums. The
corpus derived from these posts has been used for research in collaborative filtering (Konstan et al.,
1997) and role detection (Fisher et al., 2006).
The NUS SMS Corpus (Chen and Kan, 2013) consists of conversations carried out over mobile
phone SMS messages between two users. While the original purpose of the dataset was to improve
predictive text entry when mobile phones still mapped multiple letters to a single number, aided by
video and timing analysis of users entering their messages it could equally be used for analysis of
informal dialogue. Unfortunately, the corpus does not consist of dialogues, but rather single SMS
messages. SMS messages are similar in style to Twitter, in that they use many abbreviations and
acronyms.
Currently, one of the most popular forum-based websites is Reddit12 where users can create
discussions and post comments in various sub-forums called ‘subreddits’. Each subreddit addresses
its own particular topic. Over 1.7 billion of these comments have been collected in the Reddit Cor-
pus.13 Each comment is labeled with the author, score (rating from other users), and position in the
comment tree; the position is important as it determines which comment is being replied to. Al-
though researchers have not yet investigated dialogue problems using this Reddit discussion corpus,
the sheer size of the dataset renders it an interesting candidate for transfer learning. Additionally,
researchers have used smaller collections of Reddit discussions for broad discourse classification.
(Schrading et al., 2015).
Some more curated versions of the Reddit dataset have been collected. The Reddit Domestic
Abuse Corpus (Schrading et al., 2015) consists of Reddit posts and comments taken from either
subreddits specific to domestic abuse, or from subreddits representing casual conversations, advice,
and general anxiety or anger. The motivation is to build classifiers that can detect occurrences of
domestic abuse in other areas, which could provide insights into the prevalence and consequences
11. http://www.usenet.net
12. http://www.reddit.com
13. https://www.reddit.com/r/datasets/comments/3bxlg7/i_have_every_publicly_
available_reddit_comment/
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of these situations. These conversations have been pre-processed with lower-casing, lemmatizing,
and removal of stopwords, and semantic role labels are provided.
4.3.2 CONSTRAINED WRITTEN CORPORA
There are also several written corpora where users are limited in terms of topics of conversation.
For example, the Settlers of Catan Corpus (Afantenos et al., 2012) contains logs of 40 games of
‘Settlers of Catan’, with about 80,000 total labeled utterances. The game is played with up to 4
players, and is predicated on trading certain goods between players. The goal of the game is to
be the first player to achieve a pre-specified number of points. Therefore, the game is adversarial
in nature, and can be used to analyze situations of strategic conversation where the agents have
diverging motives.
Another corpus that deals with game playing is the Cards Corpus (Djalali et al., 2012), which
consists of 1,266 transcripts of conversations between players playing a game in the ‘Cards world’.
This world is a simple 2-D environment where players collaborate to collect cards. The goal of the
game is to collect six cards of a particular suit (cards in the environment are only visible to a player
when they are near the location of that player), or to determine that this goal is impossible in the
environment. The catch is that each player can only hold 3 cards, thus players must collaborate in
order to achieve the goal. Further, each player’s location is hidden to the other player, and there are
a fixed number of non-chatting moves. Thus, players must use the chat to formulate a plan, rather
than exhaustively exploring the environment themselves. The dataset has been further annotated by
Potts (2012) to collect all locative question-answer pairs (i.e. all questions of the form ‘Where are
you?’).
The Agreement by Create Debaters Corpus (Rosenthal and McKeown, 2015), the Agree-
ment in Wikipedia Talk Pages Corpus (Andreas et al., 2012) and the Internet Argument Corpus
(Abbott et al., 2016) all cover dialogs with annotations measuring levels of agreement or disagree-
ment in responses to posts in various media. The Agreement by Create Debaters Corpus and the
Agreement in Wikipedia Talk Pages Corpus both are formatted in the same way. Post-reply pairs
are annotated with whether they are in agreement or disagreement, as well as the type of agreement
they are in if applicable (e.g. paraphrasing). The difference between the two corpora is the source:
the former is collected from Create Debate forums and the latter from a mix of Wikipedia Discus-
sion pages and LiveJournal postings. The Internet Argument Corpus (IAC) (Walker et al., 2012b)
is a forum-based corpus with 390,000 posts on 11,000 discussion topics. Each topic is controversial
in nature, including subjects such as evolution, gay marriage and climate change; users participate
by sharing their opinions on one of these topics. Posts-reply pairs have been labeled as being either
in agreement or disagreement, and sarcasm ratings are given to each post.
Another source of constrained text-based corpora are chat-room environments. Such a set-up
forms the basis of the MPC Corpus (Shaikh et al., 2010), which consists of 14 multi-party dialogue
sessions of approximately 90 minutes each. In some cases, discussion topics were constrained to
be about certain political stances, or mock committees for choosing job candidates. An interest-
ing feature is that different participants are given different roles—leader, disruptor, and consensus
builder—with only a general outline of their goals in the conversation. Thus, this dataset could
be used to model social phenomena such as agenda control, influence, and leadership in on-line
interactions.
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The largest written corpus with a constrained topic is the recently released Ubuntu Dialogue
Corpus (Lowe et al., 2015a), which has almost 1 million dialogues of 3 turns or more, and 100
million words. It is related to the former Ubuntu Chat Corpus (Uthus and Aha, 2013). Both
corpora were scraped from the Ubuntu IRC channel logs.14 On this channel, users can log in and
ask a question about a problem they are having with Ubuntu; these questions are answered by other
users. Although the chat room allows everyone to chat with each other in a multi-party setting,
the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus uses a series of heuristics to disentangle it into dyadic dialogue. The
technical nature and size of this corpus lends itself particularly well to applications in technical
support.
Other corpora have been extracted from IRC chat logs. The IRC Corpus (Elsner and Charniak,
2008) contains approximately 50 hours of chat, with an estimated 20,000 utterances from the Linux
channel on IRC, complete with the posting times. Therefore, this dataset consists of similarly
technical conversations to the Ubuntu Corpus, with the occasional social chat. The purpose of
this dataset was to investigate approaches for conversation disentanglement; given a multi-party
chat room, one attempts to recover the individual conversations of which it is composed. For this
purpose, there are approximately 1,500 utterances with annotated ground-truth conversations.
More recent efforts have combined traditional conversational corpora with question answering
and recommendation datasets in order to facilitate the construction of goal-driven dialogue systems.
Such is the case for the Movie Dialog Dataset (Dodge et al., 2015). There are four tasks that the
authors propose as a prerequisite for a working dialogue system: question answering, recommenda-
tion, question answering with recommendation, and casual conversation. The Movie Dialog dataset
consists of four sub-datasets used for training models to complete these tasks: a QA dataset from the
Open Movie Database (OMDb)15 of 116k examples with accompanying movie and actor metadata
in the form of knowledge triples; a recommendation dataset from MovieLens16 with 110k users
and 1M questions; a combined recommendation and QA dataset with 1M conversations of 6 turns
each; and a discussion dataset from Reddit’s movie subreddit. The former is evaluated using recall
metrics in a manner similar to Lowe et al. (2015a). It should be noted that, other than the Reddit
dataset, the dialogues in the sub-datasets are simulated QA pairs, where each response corresponds
to a list of entities from the knowledge base.
5. Discussion
We conclude by discussing a number of general issues related to the development and evaluation of
data-driven dialogue systems. We also discuss alternative sources of information, user personaliza-
tion, and automatic evaluation methods.
5.1 Challenges of Learning from Large Datasets
Recently, several large-scale dialogue datasets have been proposed in order to train data-driven
dialogue systems; the Twitter Corpus (Ritter et al., 2010) and the Ubuntu Dialogue corpus (Lowe
et al., 2015a) are two examples. In this section, we discuss the benefits and drawbacks of these
datasets based on our experience using them for building data-driven models. Unlike the previous
14. http://irclogs.ubuntu.com
15. http://en.omdb.org
16. http://movielens.org
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section, we now focus explicitly on aspects of high relevance for using these datasets for learning
dialogue strategies.
5.1.1 THE TWITTER CORPUS
The Twitter Corpus consists of a series of conversations extracted from tweets. While the dataset is
large and general-purpose, the micro-blogging nature of the source material leads to several draw-
backs for building conversational dialogue agents. However, some of these drawbacks do not apply
if the end goal is to build an agent that interacts with users on the Twitter platform.
The Twitter Corpus has an enormous amount of typos, slang, and abbreviations. Due to the
140-character limit, tweets are often very short and compressed. In addition, users frequently use
Twitter-specific devices such as hashtags. Unless one is building a dialogue agent specifically for
Twitter, it is often not desirable to have a chatbot use hashtags and excessive abbreviations as it
is not reflective of how humans converse in other environments. This also results in a significant
increase in the word vocabulary required for dialogue systems trained at the word level. As such,
it is not surprising that character-level models have shown promising results on Twitter (Dhingra
et al., 2016).
Twitter conversations often contain various kinds of verbal role-playing and imaginative actions
similar to stage directions in theater plays (e.g. instead of writing “goodbye”, a user might write
“*waves goodbye and leaves*”). These conversations are very different from the majority of text-
based chats. Therefore, dialogue models trained on this dataset are often able to provide interesting
and accurate responses to contexts involving role-playing and imaginative actions (Serban et al.,
2017b).
Another challenge posed by Twitter is that Twitter conversations often refer to recent public
events outside the conversation. In order to learn effective responses for such conversations, a
dialogue agent must infer the news event under discussion by referencing some form of external
knowledge base. This would appear to be a particularly difficult task.
5.1.2 THE UBUNTU DIALOGUE CORPUS
The Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus is one of the largest, publicly available datasets containing technical
support dialogues. Due to the commercial importance of such systems, the dataset has attracted
significant attention.17 Thus, the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus presents the opportunity for anyone to
train large-scale data-driven technical support dialogue systems.
Despite this, there are several problems when training data-driven dialogue models on the
Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus due to the nature of the data. First, since the corpus comes from a multi-
party IRC channel, it needs to be disentangled into separate dialogues. This disentanglement process
is noisy, and errors inevitably arise. The most frequent error is when a missing utterance in the di-
alogue is not picked up by the extraction procedure (e.g. an utterance from the original multi-party
chat was not added to the disentangled dialogue). As a result, for a substantial amount of conver-
sations, it is difficult to follow the topic. In particular, this means that some of the Next Utterance
Classification (NUC) examples, where models must select the correct next response from a list of
candidates, are either difficult or impossible for models to predict.
17. Most of the largest technical support datasets are based on commercial technical support channels, which are propri-
etary and never released to the public for privacy reasons.
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Another problem arises from the lack of annotations and labels. Since users try to solve their
technical problems, it is perhaps best to build models under a goal-driven dialogue framework,
where a dialogue system has to maximize the probability that it will solve the user’s problem at the
end of the conversation. However, there are no reward labels available. Thus, it is difficult to model
the dataset in a goal-driven dialogue framework. Future work may alleviate this by constructing
automatic methods of determining whether a user in a particular conversation solved their problem.
A particular challenge of the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus is the large number of out-of-vocabulary
words, including many technical words related to the Ubuntu operating system, such as commands,
software packages, websites, etc. Since these words occur rarely in the dataset, it is difficult to
learn their meaning directly from the dataset — for example, it is difficult to obtain meaningful
distributed, real-valued vector representations for neural network-based dialogue models. This is
further exacerbated by the large number of users who use different nomenclature, acronyms, and
speaking styles, and the many typos in the dataset. Thus, the linguistic diversity of the corpus is
large.
A final challenge of the dataset is the necessity for additional knowledge related to Ubuntu in
order to accurately generate or predict the next response in a conversation. We hypothesize that
this knowledge is crucial for a system trained on the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus to be effective in
practice, as often solutions to technical problems change over time as new versions of the operating
system become available. Thus, an effective dialogue system must learn to combine up-to-date
technical information with an understanding of natural language dialogue in order to solve the users’
problems. We will discuss the use of external knowledge in more detail in Section 5.5.
While these challenges make it difficult to build data-driven dialogue systems, it also presents
an important research opportunity. Current data-driven dialogue systems perform rather poorly in
terms of generating utterances that are coherent and on-topic (Serban et al., 2017a). As such, there
is significant room for improvement on these models.
5.2 Transfer Learning Between Datasets
While it is not always feasible to obtain large corpora for every new application, the use of other
related datasets can effectively bootstrap the learning process. In several branches of machine learn-
ing, and in particular in deep learning, the use of related datasets in pre-training the model is an
effective method of scaling up to complex environments (Erhan et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2015).
To build open-domain dialogue systems, it is arguably necessary to move beyond domain-
specific datasets. Instead, like humans, dialogue systems may have to be trained on multiple data
sources for solving multiple tasks. To leverage statistical efficiency, it may be necessary to first use
unsupervised learning—as opposed to supervised learning or offline reinforcement learning, which
typically only provide a sparse scalar feedback signal for each phrase or sequence of phrases—and
then fine-tune models based on human feedback. Researchers have already proposed various ways
of applying transfer learning to build data-driven dialogue systems, ranging from learning separate
sub-components of the dialogue system (e.g. intent and dialogue act classification) to learning the
entire dialogue system (e.g. in an unsupervised or reinforcement learning framework) using transfer
learning (Fabbrizio et al., 2004; Forgues et al., 2014; Serban and Pineau, 2015; Serban et al., 2016;
Lowe et al., 2015a; Vandyke et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2016; Gasˇic´ et al., 2016; Mo et al., 2016;
Genevay and Laroche, 2016; Chen et al., 2016)
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5.3 Topic-oriented & Goal-driven Datasets
Tables 1–5 list the topics of available datasets. Several of the human-human datasets are denoted as
having casual or unrestricted topics. In contrast, most human-machine datasets focus on specific,
narrow topics. It is useful to keep this distinction between restricted and unrestricted topics in mind,
as goal-driven dialogue systems — which typically have a well-defined measure of performance
related to task completion — are usually developed in the former setting. In some cases, the line
between these two types of datasets blurs. For example, in the case of conversations occurring
between players of an online game (Afantenos et al., 2012), the outcome of the game is determined
by how participants play in the game environment, not by their conversation. In this case, some
conversations may have a direct impact on a player’s performance in the game, some conversations
may be related to the game but irrelevant to the goal (e.g. commentary on past events) and some
conversations may be completly unrelated to the game.
5.4 Incorporating longer memories
Recently, significant progress has been made towards incorporating a form of external memory
into various neural-network architectures for sequence modeling. Models such as Memory Net-
works (Weston et al., 2015; Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) and Neural Turing Machines (NTM) (Graves
et al., 2014) store some part of their input in a memory, which is then reasoned over in order to
perform a variety of sequence to sequence tasks. These vary from simple problems, such as se-
quence copying, to more complex problems, such as question answering and machine translation.
Although none of these models are explicitly designed to address dialogue problems, the extension
by Kumar et al. (2015) to Dynamic Memory Networks specifically differentiates between episodic
and semantic memory. In this case, the episodic memory is the same as the memory used in the
traditional Memory Networks paper that is extracted from the input, while the semantic memory
refers to knowledge sources that are fixed for all inputs. The model is shown to work for a variety of
NLP tasks, and it is not difficult to envision an application to dialogue utterance generation where
the semantic memory is the desired external knowledge source.
5.5 Incorporating External Knowledge
Another interesting research direction is the incorporation of external knowledge sources in order to
inform the response to be generated. Using external information is of great importance to dialogues
systems, particularly in the goal-driven setting. Even non-goal-driven dialogue systems designed
to simply entertain the user could benefit from leveraging external information, such as current
news articles or movie reviews, in order to better converse about real-world events. This may
be particularly useful in data-sparse domains, where there is not enough dialogue training data to
reliably learn a response that is appropriate for each input utterance, or in domains that evolve
quickly over time.
5.5.1 STRUCTURED EXTERNAL KNOWLEDGE
In traditional goal-driven dialogue systems (Levin and Pieraccini, 1997), where the goal is to provide
information to the user, there is already extensive use of external knowledge sources. For example,
in the Let’s Go! dialogue system (Raux et al., 2005), the user requests information about various bus
arrival and departure times. Thus, a critical input to the model is the actual bus schedule, which is
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used in order to generate the system’s utterances. Another example is the dialogue system described
by No¨th et al. (2004), which helps users find movie information by utilizing movie showtimes from
different cinemas. Such examples are abundant both in the literature and in practice. Although these
models make use of external knowledge, the knowledge sources in these cases are highly structured
and are only used to place hard constraints on the possible states of an utterance to be generated.
They are essentially contained in relational databases or structured ontologies, and are only used to
provide a deterministic mapping from the dialogue states extracted from an input user utterance to
the dialogue system state or the generated response.
Complementary to domain-specific databases and ontologies are the general natural language
processing databases and tools. These include lexical databases such as WordNet (Miller, 1995),
which contains lexical relationships between words for over a hundred thousand words, VerbNet
(Schuler, 2005) which contains lexical relations between verbs, and FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al.,
2006), which contains ’word senses’ for over ten thousand words along with examples of each
word sense. In addition, there exist several natural language processing tools such as part of speech
taggers, word category classifiers, word embedding models, named entity recognition models, co-
reference resolution models, semantic role labeling models, semantic similarity models and sen-
timent analysis models (Manning and Schu¨tze, 1999; Jurafsky and Martin, 2008; Mikolov et al.,
2013; Gurevych and Strube, 2004; Lin and Walker, 2011b) that may be used by the Natural Lan-
guage Interpreter to extract meaning from human utterances. Since these tools are typically built
upon texts and annotations created by humans, using them inside a dialogue system can be inter-
preted as a form of structured transfer learning, where the relationships or labels learned from the
original natural language processing corpus provide additional information to the dialogue system
and improve generalization of the system.
5.5.2 UNSTRUCTURED EXTERNAL KNOWLEDGE
Complementary sources of information can be found in unstructured knowledge sources, such
as online encyclopedias (Wikipedia (Denoyer and Gallinari, 2007)) as well as domain-specific
sources (Lowe et al., 2015b). It is beyond the scope of this paper to review all possible ways
that these unstructured knowledge sources have or could be used in conjunction with a data-driven
dialogue system. However, we note that this is likely to be a fruitful research area.
5.6 Personalized dialogue agents
When conversing, humans often adapt to their interlocutor to facilitate understanding, and thus
improve conversational efficiency and satisfaction. Attaining human-level performance with dia-
logue agents may well require personalization, i.e. models that are aware and capable of adapting
to their intelocutor. Such capabilities could increase the effectiveness and naturalness of generated
dialogues (Lucas et al., 2009; Su et al., 2013). We see personalization of dialogue systems as an
important task, which so far has not received much attention. There has been initial efforts on user-
specific models which could be adapted to work in combination with the dialogue models presented
in this survey (Lucas et al., 2009; Lin and Walker, 2011a; Pargellis et al., 2004). There has also been
interesting work on character modeling in movies (Walker et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016; Mo et al.,
2016). There is significant potential to learn user models as part of dialogue models. The large
datasets presented in this paper, some of which provide multiple dialogues per user, may enable the
development of such models.
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5.7 Evaluation metrics
One of the most challenging aspects of constructing dialogue systems lies in their evaluation. While
the end goal is to deploy the dialogue system in an application setting and receive real human feed-
back, getting to this stage is time consuming and expensive. Often it is also necessary to optimize
performance on a pseudo-performance metric prior to release. This is particularly true if a dialogue
model has many hyper-parameters to be optimized—it is infeasible to run user experiments for every
parameter setting in a grid search. Although crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical
Turk, can be used for some user testing (Jurcıcek et al., 2011), evaluations using paid subjects can
also lead to biased results (Young et al., 2013). Ideally, we would have some automated metrics for
calculating a score for each model, and only involve human evaluators once the best model has been
chosen with reasonable confidence.
The evaluation problem also arises for non-goal-driven dialogue systems. Here, researchers
have focused mainly on the output of the response generation module. Evaluation of such non-goal-
driven dialogue systems can be traced back to the Turing test (Turing, 1950), where human judges
communicate with both computer programs and other humans over a chat terminal without knowing
each other’s true identity. The goal of the judges was to identify the humans and computer programs
under the assumption that a program indistinguishable from a real human being must be intelligent.
However, this setup has been criticized extensively with numerous researchers proposing alterna-
tive evaluation procedures (Cohen, 2005). More recently, researchers have turned to analyzing the
collected dialogues produced after they are finished (Galley et al., 2015; Pietquin and Hastie, 2013;
Shawar and Atwell, 2007a; Schatzmann et al., 2005).
Even when human evaluators are available, it is often difficult to choose a set of informative
and consistent criteria that can be used to judge an utterance generated by a dialogue system. For
example, one might ask the evaluator to rate the utterance on vague notions such as ‘appropriateness’
and ‘naturalness’, or to try to differentiate between utterances generated by the system and those
generated by actual humans (Vinyals and Le, 2015). Schatzmann et al. (2005) suggest two aspects
that need to be evaluated for all response generation systems (as well as user simulation models): 1)
if the model can generate human-like output, and 2) if the model can reproduce the variety of user
behaviour found in corpus. But we lack a definitive framework for such evaluations.
We complete this discussion by summarizing different approaches to the automatic evaluation
problem as they relate to these objectives.
5.7.1 AUTOMATIC EVALUATION METRICS FOR GOAL-DRIVEN DIALOGUE SYSTEMS
User evaluation of goal-driven dialogue systems typically focuses on goal-related performance cri-
teria, such as goal completion rate, dialogue length, and user satisfaction (Walker et al., 1997;
Schatzmann et al., 2005). These were originally evaluated by human users interacting with the
dialogue system, but more recently researchers have also begun to use third-party annotators for
evaluating recorded dialogues (Yang et al., 2010). Due to their simplicity, the vast majority of hand-
crafted task-oriented dialogue systems have been solely evaluated in this way. However, when using
machine learning algorithms to train on large-scale corpora, automatic optimization criteria are re-
quired. The challenge with evaluating goal-driven dialogue systems without human intervention is
that the process necessarily requires multiple steps—it is difficult to determine if a task has been
solved from a single utterance-response pair from a conversation. Thus, simulated data is often gen-
erated by a user simulator (Eckert et al., 1997; Schatzmann et al., 2007; Jung et al., 2009; Georgila
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et al., 2006; Pietquin and Hastie, 2013). Given a sufficiently accurate user simulation model, an
interaction between the dialogue system and the user can be simulated from which it is possible
to deduce the desired metrics, such as goal completion rate. Significant effort has been made to
render the simulated data as realistic as possible, by modeling user intentions. Evaluation of such
simulation methods has already been conducted (Schatzmann et al., 2005). However, generating
realistic user simulation models remains an open problem.
5.7.2 AUTOMATIC EVALUATION METRICS FOR NON-GOAL-DRIVEN DIALOGUE SYSTEMS
Evaluation of non-goal-driven dialogue systems, whether by automatic means or user studies, re-
mains a difficult challenge.
Word Overlap Metrics. One approach is to borrow evaluation metrics from other NLP tasks
such as machine translation, which uses BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and METEOR (Banerjee and
Lavie, 2005) scores. These metrics have been used to compare responses generated by a learned
dialogue strategy to the actual next utterance in the conversation, conditioned on a dialogue context
(Sordoni et al., 2015b). While BLEU scores have been shown to correlate with human judgements
for machine translation (Papineni et al., 2002), their effectiveness for automatically assessing di-
alogue response generation is unclear. There are several issues to consider: given the context of
a conversation, there often exists a large number of possible responses that ‘fit’ into the dialogue.
Thus, the response generated by a dialogue system could be entirely reasonable, yet it may have no
words in common with the actual next utterance. In this case, the BLEU score would be very low,
but would not accurately reflect the strength of the model. Indeed, even humans who are tasked with
predicting the next utterance of a conversation achieve relatively low BLEU scores (Sordoni et al.,
2015b). Although the METEOR metric takes into account synonyms and morphological variants
of words in the candidate response, it still suffers from the aforementioned problems. In a sense,
these measurements only satisfy one direction of Schatzmann’s criteria: high BLEU and METEOR
scores imply that the model is generating human-like output, but the model may still not reproduce
the variety of user behaviour found in corpus. Furthermore, such metrics will only accurately re-
flect the performance of the dialogue system if given a large number of candidate responses for each
given context.
Next Utterance Classification. Alternatively, one can narrow the number of possible responses
to a small, pre-defined list, and ask the model to select the most appropriate response from this
list. The list includes the actual next response of the conversation (the desired prediction), and the
other entries (false positives) are sampled from elsewhere in the corpus (Lowe et al., 2016, 2015a).
This next utterance classification (NUC) task is derived from the recall and precision metrics for
information-retrieval-based approaches. There are several attractive properties of this metric: it
is easy to interpret, and the difficulty can be adjusted by changing the number of false responses.
However, there are drawbacks. In particular, since the other candidate answers are sampled from
elsewhere in the corpus, there is a chance that these also represent reasonable responses given the
context. This can be alleviated to some extent by reporting Recall@k measures, i.e. whether the
correct response is found in the k responses with the highest rankings according to the model.
Although current models evaluated using NUC are trained explicitly to maximize the performance
on this metric by minimizing the cross-entropy between context-response pairs (Lowe et al., 2015a;
Kadlec et al., 2015), the metric could also be used to evaluate a probabilistic generative model
trained to output full utterances.
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Word Perplexity. Another metric proposed to evaluate probabilistic language models (Bengio
et al., 2003; Mikolov et al., 2010) that has seen significant recent use for evaluating end-to-end
dialogue systems is word perplexity (Pietquin and Hastie, 2013; Serban et al., 2016). Perplexity ex-
plicitly measures the probability that the model will generate the ground truth next utterance given
some context of the conversation. This is particularly appealing for dialogue, as the distribution over
words in the next utterance can be highly multi-modal (i.e. many possible responses). A re-weighted
perplexity metric has also been proposed where stop-words, punctuation, and end-of-utterance to-
kens are removed before evaluating to focus on the semantic content of the phrase (Serban et al.,
2016). Both word perplexity, as well as utterance-level recall and precision outlined above, satisfy
Schatzmann’s evaluation criteria, since scoring high on these would require the model to produce
human-like output and to reproduce most types of conversations in the corpus.
Response Diversity. Recent non-goal-driven dialogue systems based on neural networks have
had problems generating diverse responses (Serban et al., 2016). (Li et al., 2015) recently intro-
duced two new metrics, distinct-1 and distinct-2, which respectively measure the number of distinct
unigrams and bigrams of the generated responses. Although these fail to satisfy either of Schatz-
mann’s criteria, they may still be useful in combination with other metrics, such as BLEU, NUC or
word perplexity.
6. Conclusion
There is strong evidence that over the next few years, dialogue research will quickly move towards
large-scale data-driven model approaches. In particular, as is the case for other language-related
applications such as speech recognition, machine translation and information retrieval, these ap-
proaches will likely come in the form of end-to-end trainable systems. This paper provides an
extensive survey of currently available datasets suitable for research, development, and evaluation
of such data-driven dialogue systems.
In addition to presenting the datasets, we provide a detailed discussion of several of the is-
sues related to the use of datasets in dialogue system research. Several potential directions are
highlighted, such as transfer learning and incorporation of external knowledge, which may lead to
scalable solutions for end-to-end training of conversational agents.
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Appendix A. Learning from Dialogue Corpora
In this appendix section, we review some existing computational architectures suitable for learning
dialogue strategies directly from data. The goal is not to provide full technical details on the methods
available to achieve this — though we provide appropriate citations for the interested reader — but
rather to illustrate concretely how the datasets described above can, and have, been used in different
dialogue learning efforts. As such, we limit this review to a small set of existing work.
A.1 Data Pre-processing
Before applying machine learning methods to a dialogue corpus, it is common practice to perform
some form of pre-processing. The aim of pre-processing is to standardize a dataset with minimal
loss of information. This can reduce data scarcity, and eventually make it easier for models to learn
from the dataset. In natural language processing, it is commonly acknowledged that pre-processing
can have a significant effect on the results of the natural language processing system—the same
observation holds for dialogue. Although the specific procedure for pre-processing is task- and
data-dependent, in this section we highlight a few common approaches, in order to give a general
idea of where pre-processing can be effective for dialogue systems.
Pre-processing is often used to remove anomalies in the data. For text-based corpora, this can
include removing acronyms, slang, misspellings and phonemicization (e.g. where words are written
according to their pronunciation instead of their correct spelling). For some models, such as the
generative dialogue models discussed later, tokenization (e.g. defining the smallest unit of input) is
also critical. In datasets collected from mobile text, forum, microblog and chat-based settings, it
is common to observe a significant number of acronyms, abbreviations, and phonemicizations that
are specific to the topic and userbase (Clark, 2003). Although there is no widely accepted standard
for handling such occurrences, many NLP systems incorporate some form of pre-processing to
normalize these entries (Kaufmann and Kalita, 2010; Aw et al., 2006; Clark, 2003). For example,
there are look-up tables, such as the IRC Beginner List18, which can be used to translate the most
common acronyms and slang into standard English. Another common strategy is to use stemming
and lemmatization to replace many words with a single item (e.g. walking and walker both replaced
by walk). Of course, depending on the task at hand and the corpus size, an option is also to leave
the acronyms and phonemicized words as they are.
In our experience, almost all dialogue datasets contain some amount of spelling errors. By
correcting these, we expect to reduce data sparsity. This can be done by using automatic spelling
correctors. However, it is important to inspect their effectiveness. For example, for movie scripts,
Serban et al. (2016) found that automatic spelling correctors introduced more spelling errors than
they corrected, and a better strategy was to use Wikipedia’s most commonly misspelled words19
to lookup and replace potential spelling errors. Transcribed spoken language corpora often include
many non-words in their transcriptions (e.g. uh, oh). Depending on whether or not these provide
additional information to the dialogue system, researchers may also want to remove these words by
using automatic spelling correctors.
18. http://www.ircbeginner.com/ircinfo/abbreviations.html
19. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonly_misspelled_English_words
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A.2 Segmenting Speakers and Conversations
Some dialogue corpora, such as those based on movie subtitles, come without explicit speaker
segmentation. However, it is often possible to estimate the speaker segmentation, which is useful
to build a model of a given speaker—as compared to a model of the conversation as a whole. For
text-based corpora, Serban and Pineau (2015) have recently proposed the use of recurrent neural
networks to estimate turn-taking and speaker labels in movie scripts with promising results.
In the speech recognition literature, this is the subtask of speaker diarisation (Miro et al., 2012;
Tranter et al., 2006). When the audio stream of the speech is available, the segmentation is quite
accurate with classification error rates as low as 5%.
A strategy sometimes used for segmentation of spoken dialogues is based on labelling a small
subset of the corpus, known as the gold corpus, and training a specific segmentation model based on
this. The remaining corpus is then segmented iteratively according to the segmentation model, after
which the gold corpus is expanded with the most confident segmentations and the segmentation
model is retrained. This process is sometimes known as embedded training, and is widely used in
other speech recognition tasks (Jurafsky and Martin, 2008). It appears to work well in practice, but
has the disadvantage that the interpretation of the label can drift. Naturally, this approach can be
applied to text dialogues as well in a straightforward manner.
In certain corpora, such as those based on chat channels or extracted from movie subtitles, many
conversations occur in sequence. In some cases, there are no labels partitioning the beginning and
end of separate conversations. Similarly, certain corpora with multiple speakers, such as corpora
based on chat channels, contain several conversations occurring in parallel (e.g. simultaneously)
but do not contain any segmentation separating these conversations. This makes it hard to learn a
meaningful model from such conversations, because they do not represent consistent speakers or
coherent semantic topics.
To leverage such data towards learning individual conversations, researchers have proposed
methods to automatically estimate segmentations of conversations (Lowe et al., 2015a; Nio et al.,
2014a). Former solutions were mostly based on hand-crafted rules and seemed to work well upon
manual inspection. For chat forums, one solution involves thresholding the beginning and end of
conversations based on time (e.g. delay of more than x minutes between utterances), and eliminat-
ing speakers from the conversation unless they are referred to explicitly by other speakers (Lowe
et al., 2015a). More advanced techniques involve maximum-entropy classifiers, which leverage
the content of the utterances in addition to the discourse structure and timing information (Elsner
and Charniak, 2008). For movie scripts, researchers have proposed the use of simple information-
retrieval similarity measures, such as cosine similarity, to identify conversations (Nio et al., 2014a).
Based on the their performance on estimating turn-taking and speaker labels, recurrent neural net-
works also hold promise for segmenting conversations (Serban and Pineau, 2015).
A.3 Discriminative Model Architectures
As discussed in Subsection 2.3, discriminative models aim to predict certain labels or annotations
manually associated with a portion of a dialogue. For example, a discriminative model might be
trained to predict the intent of a person in a dialogue, or the topic, or a specific piece of information.
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In the following subsections, we discuss research directions where discriminative models have
been developed to solve dialogue-related tasks.20 This is primarily meant to review and contrast the
work from a data-driven learning perspective.
A.3.1 DIALOGUE ACT CLASSIFICATION AND DIALOGUE TOPIC SPOTTING
Here we consider the simple task known as dialogue act classification (or dialogue move recogni-
tion). In this task, the goal is to classify a user utterance, independent of the rest of the conversation,
as one out of K dialogue acts: P (A | U), where A is the discrete variable representing the dialogue
act and U is the user’s utterance. This falls under the general umbrella of text classification tasks,
though its application is specific to dialogue. Like the dialogue state tracker model, a dialogue
act classification model could be plugged into a dialogue system as an additional natural language
understanding component.
Early approaches for this task focused on using n-gram models for classification (Reithinger
and Klesen, 1997; Bird et al., 1995). For example, Reithinger et al. assumed that each dialogue act
is generated by its own language model. They trained an n-gram language model on the utterances
of each dialogue act, Pθ(U |A), and afterwards use Bayes’ rule to assign the probability of a new
dialogue act Pθ(A|U) to be proportional to the probability of generating the utterance under the
language model Pθ(U |A).
However, a major problem with this approach is the lack of datasets with annotated dialogue
acts. More recent work by Forgues et al. (2014) acknowledged this problem, and tried to overcome
the data scarcity issue by leveraging word embeddings learned from other, larger text corpora. They
created an utterance-level representation by combining the word embeddings of each word, for
example, by summing the word embeddings or taking the maximum w.r.t. each dimension. These
utterance-level representations, together with word counts, were then given as inputs to a linear
classifier to classify the dialogue acts. Thus, Forgues et al. showed that by leveraging another,
substantially larger, corpus they were able to improve performance on their original task.
This makes the work on dialogue act classification very appealing from a data-driven perspec-
tive. First, it seems that the accuracy can be improved by leveraging alternative data sources. Sec-
ond, unlike the dialogue state tracking models, dialogue act classification models typically involve
relatively little feature hand-crafting thus suggesting that data-driven approaches may be more pow-
erful for these tasks.
A.3.2 DIALOGUE STATE TRACKING
The core task of the DSTC (Williams et al., 2013) adds more complexity by focusing on tracking
the state of a conversation. This is framed as a classification problem: for every time step t of
the dialogue, the model is given the current input to the dialogue state tracker (including ASR
and SLU outputs) together with external knowledge sources (e.g. bus timetables). The required
output is a probability distribution over a set of Nt predefined hypotheses, in addition to the REST
hypothesis (which represents the probability that none of the previous Nt hypotheses are correct).
The goal is to match the distribution over hypotheses as closely as possible to the real annotated
20. It is important to note that although discriminative models have been favored to model supervised problems in the
dialogue-system literature, in principle generative models (P (X,Y )) instead of discriminative models (P (Y |X))
could be used.
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data. By providing an open dataset with accurate labels, it has been possible for researchers to
perform rigourous comparative evaluations of different classification models for dialogue systems.
Models for the DSTC include both statistical approaches and hand-crafted systems. An example
of the latter is the system proposed in Wang and Lemon (2013), which relies on having access to a
marginal confidence score Pt(u, s, v) for a user dialogue u(s = v) with slot s and value v given by
a subsystem at time t. The marginal confidence score gives a heuristic estimate of the probability of
a slot taking a particular value. The model must then aggregate all these estimates and confidence
scores to compute probabilities for each hypothesis.
In this model, the SLU component may for example give the marginal confidence score (in-
form(data.day=today)=0.9) in the bus scheduling DSTC, meaning that it believes with high confi-
dence (0.9) that the user has requested information for the current day. This marginal confidence
score is used to update the belief state of the system bt(s, v) at time t using a set of hand-crafted
updates to the probability distribution over hypotheses. From a data-driven learning perspective,
this approach does not make efficient use of the dataset, but instead relies heavily on the accuracy
of the hand-crafted tracker outputs.
More sophisticated models for the DSTC take a dynamic Bayesian approach by modeling the
latent dialogue state and observed tracker outputs in a directed graphical model (Thomson and
Young, 2010). These models are sometimes called generative state tracking models, though they
are still discriminative in nature as they only attempt to model the state of the dialogue and not
the words and speech acts in each dialogue. For simplicity we drop the index i in the following
equations. Similar to before, let xt be the observed tracker outputs at time t. Let st be the dialogue
state at time t, which represents the state of the world including, for example, the user actions (e.g.
defined by slot-value pairs) and system actions (e.g. number of times a piece of information has
been requested). For the DSTC, the state st must represent the true current slot-value pair at time
t. Let rt be the reward observed at time t, and let at be the action taken by the dialogue system
at time t. This general framework, also known as a partially-observable Markov decision process
(POMDP) then defines the graphical model:
Pθ(xt, st, rt|at, st−1) = Pθ(xt|st, at)Pθ(st|st−1, at)Pθ(rt|st, at), (3)
where at is assumed to be a deterministic variable of the dialogue history. This variable is given in
the DSTC, because it comes from the policy used to interact with the humans when gathering the
datasets. This approach is attractive from a data-driven learning perspective, because it models the
uncertainty (e.g. noise and ambiguity) inherent in all variables of interest. Thus, we might expect
such a model to be more robust in real applications.
Now, since all variables are observed in this task, and since the goal is to determine st given the
other variables, we are only interested in:
Pθ(st|xt, rt, at) ∝ Pθ(xt|st, at)Pθ(st|st−1, at)Pθ(rt|st, at), (4)
which can then be normalized appropriately since st is a discrete stochastic variable. However, due
to the temporal dependency between st and st−1, the complexity of the model is similar to a hidden
Markov model, and thus both learning and inference become intractable when the state, observation
and action spaces are too large. Indeed, as noted by Young et al. (2013), the number of states,
actions and observations can easily reach 1010 configurations in some dialogue systems. Thus, it is
necessary to make simplifying assumptions on the distribution Pθ(st|xt, rt, at) and to approximate
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the learning and inference procedures (Young et al., 2013). With appropriate structural assumptions
and approximations, these models perform well compared to baseline systems on the DSTC (Black
et al., 2011).
Non-bayesian data-driven models have also been proposed. These models are sometimes called
discriminative state tracking models, because they do not assume a generation process for the tracker
outputs, xt or for any other variables, but instead only condition on them. For example, Henderson
et al. (2013) proposed to use a feed-forward neural network. At each time step t, they extracted
a set of features and then concatenate a window of W feature vectors together. These are given
as input to the neural network, which outputs the probability of each hypothesis from the set of
hypotheses. By learning a discriminative model and using a window over the last time steps, they
do not face the intractability issues of dynamic Bayesian networks. Instead, their system can be
trained with gradient descent methods. This approach could eventually scale to large datasets,
and is therefore very attractive for data-driven learning. However, unlike the dynamic Bayesian
approaches, these models do not represent probability distributions over variables apart from the
state of the dialogue. Without probability distributions, it is not clear how to define a confidence
interval over the predictions. Thus the models might not provide adequate information to determine
when to seek confirmation or clarification following unclear statements.
Researchers have also investigated the use of conditional random fields (CRFs) for state tracking
(Ren et al., 2013). This class of models also falls under the umbrella of discriminative state tracking
models; however, they are able to take into account temporal dependencies within dialogues by
modeling a complete joint distribution over states:
Pθ(S|X) ∝
∏
c∈C
∏
i
fi(sc,xc), (5)
where C is the set of factors, i.e. sets of state and tracker variables across time, sc is the set of states
associated with factor c, xc is the set of observations associated with factor c, and {fi}i is a set of
functions parametrized by parameters θ. There exist certain functions fi, for which exact inference
is tractable and learning the parameters θ is efficient (Koller and Friedman, 2009; Serban, 2012).
For example, Ren et al. (2013) propose a set of factors which create a linear dependency structure
between the dialogue states while conditioning on all the observed tracker outputs:
Pθ(S|X) ∝
∏
t
∏
i
fi(st−1, st, st+1, X). (6)
This creates a dependency between all dialogue states, forcing them be coherent with each other.
This should be contrasted to the feed-forward neural network approach, which does not enforce any
sort of consistency between different predicted dialogue states. The CFR models can be trained with
gradient descent to optimize the exact log-likelihood, but exact inference is typically intractable.
Therefore, an approximate inference procedure, such as loopy belief propagation, is necessary to
approximate the posterior distribution over states st.
In summary, there exist different approaches to building discriminative learning architectures
for dialogue. While they are fairly straightforward to evaluate and often form a crucial component
for real-world dialogue systems, by themselves they only offer a limited view of what we ultimately
want to accomplish with dialogue models. They often require labeled data, which is often difficult
to acquire on a large scale (except in the case of answer re-ranking) and require manual feature
selection, which reduces their potential effectiveness. Since each model is trained independently
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of the other models and components with which it interacts in the complete dialogue system, one
cannot give guarantees on the performance of the final dialogue system by evaluating the individual
models alone. Thus, we desire models that are capable of producing probability distributions over
all possible responses instead of over all annotated labels—in other words, models that can actually
generate new responses by selecting the highest probability next utterance. This is the subject of
the next section.
A.4 Response Generation Models
Both the response re-ranking approach and the generative response model approach have allowed
for the use of large-scale unannotated dialogue corpora for training dialogue systems. We therefore
close this section by discussing these classes of approaches
In general, approaches which aim to generate responses have the potential to learn semantically
more powerful representations of dialogues compared to models trained for dialogue state tracking
or dialogue act classification tasks: the concepts they are able to represent are limited only by the
content of the dataset, unlike the dialogue state tracking or dialogue act classification models which
are limited by the annotation scheme used (e.g. the set of possible slot-value pairs pre-specified for
the DSTC).
A.4.1 RE-RANKING RESPONSE MODELS
Researchers have recently turned their attention to the problem of building models that produce
answers by re-ranking a set of candidate answers, and outputting the one with the highest rank
or probability. While the task may seem artificial, the main advantage is that it allows the use of
completely un-annotated datasets. Unlike dialogue state tracking, this task does not require datasets
where experts have labeled every utterance and system response. This task only requires knowing
the sequence of utterances, which can be extracted automatically from transcribed conversations.
Banchs and Li (2012) construct an information retrieval system based on movie scripts using the
vector space model. Their system searches through a database of movie scripts to find a dialogue
similar to the current dialogue with the user, and then emits the response from the closest dialogue
in the database. Similarly, Ameixa et al. (2014) also use an information retrieval system, but based
on movie subtitles instead of movie scripts. They show that their system gives sensible responses
to questions, and that bootstrapping an existing dialogue system from movie subtitles improves an-
swering out-of-domain questions. Both approaches assume that the responses given in the movie
scripts and movie subtitle corpora are appropriate. Such information retrieval systems consist of a
relatively small set of manually tuned parameters. For this reason, they do not require (annotated)
labels and can therefore take advantage of raw data (in this case movie scripts and movie subtitles).
However, these systems are effectively nearest-neighbor methods. They do not learn rich represen-
tations from dialogues which can be used, for example, to generalize to previously unseen situations.
Furthermore, it is unclear how to transform such models into full dialogue agents. They are not ro-
bust and it is not clear how to maintain the dialogue state. Contrary to search engines, which present
an entire page of results, the dialogue system is only allowed to give a single response to the user.
(Lowe et al., 2015a) also propose a re-ranking approach using the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus.
The authors propose an affinity model between a context c (e.g. five consecutive utterances in a
conversation) and a potential reply r. Given a context-reply pair the model compares the output
of a context-specific LSTM against that of a response-specific LSTM neural network and outputs
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whether or not the response is correct for the given context. The model maximizes the likelihood of
a correct context-response pair:
max
θ
∑
i
Pθ(true response | ci, ri)Ici (ri)(1− Pθ(true response | ci, ri))1−Ici (ri) (7)
where θ stands for the set of all model parameters and Ici(·) denotes a function that returns 1 when
ri is the correct response to ci and 0 otherwise. Learning in the model uses stochastic gradient
descent. As is typical with neural network architectures, this learning procedure scales to large
datasets. Given a context, the trained model can be used to pick an appropriate answer from a set of
potential answers. This model assumes that the responses given in the corpus are appropriate (i.e.,
this model does not generate novel responses). However, unlike the above information retrieval
systems, this model is not provided with a similarity metric as in the vector space model, but instead
must learn the semantic relevance of a response to a context. This approach is more attractive from
a data-driven learning perspective because it uses the dataset more efficiently and avoids costly hand
tuning of parameters.
A.4.2 FULL GENERATIVE RESPONSE MODELS
Generative dialogue response strategies are designed to automatically produce utterances by com-
posing text (see Section 2.4). A straightforward way to define the set of dialogue system actions is
by considering them as sequences of words which form utterances. Sordoni et al. (2015b) and Ser-
ban et al. (2016) both use this approach. They assume that both the user and the system utterances
can be represented by the same generative distribution:
Pθ(u1, . . . , uT ) =
T∏
t=1
Pθ(ut | u<t) (8)
=
T∏
t=1
N∏
n=1
Pθ(wt,n | wt,<n, u<t), (9)
where the dialogue consists of T utterances u1, . . . , uT and wt,n is the nth token in utterance t. The
variable u<t indicates the sequence of utterances which preceed ut and similarly for wt,<n. Further,
the probability of the first utterance is defined as P (u1|u<1) = P (u1), and the first word of each
utterance only conditions on the previous utterance, i.e. wt,<1 is “null”. Tokens can be words, as
well as speech and dialogue acts. The set of tokens depends on the particular application domain,
but in general the set must be able to represent all desirable system actions. In particular, the set
must contain an end-of-utterance token to allow the model to express turn-taking. This approach
is similar to language modeling. For differentiable models, training is based on maximum log-
likelihood using stochastic gradient descent methods. As discussed in Subsection 2.4, these models
project words and dialogue histories onto an Euclidian space. Furthermore, when trained on text
only, they can be thought of as unsupervised machine learning models.
Sordoni et al. (2015b) use the above approach to generate responses for posts on Twitter. Specif-
ically, Pθ(um | u<m) is given by a recurrent neural network which generates a response word-by-
word based on Eq. (9). The model learns its parameters using stochastic gradient descent on a corpus
of Twitter messages. The authors then combine their generative model with a machine translation
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system and demonstrate that the hybrid system outperforms a state-of-the-art machine translation
system (Ritter et al., 2011).
Serban et al. (2016) extend the above model to generate responses for movie subtitles and movie
scripts. Specifically, Serban et al. (2016) adapt a hierarchical recurrent neural network (Sordoni
et al., 2015a), which they argue is able to represent the common ground between the dialogue
interlocutors. They also propose to add speech and dialogue acts to the vocabulary of the model to
make the interaction with the system more natural. However, since the model is used in a standalone
manner, i.e., without combining it with a machine translation system, the majority of the generated
responses are highly generic (e.g. I’m sorry or I don’t know). The authors conclude that this is a
limitation of all neural network-based generative models for dialogue (e.g., (Serban et al., 2016;
Sordoni et al., 2015b; Vinyals and Le, 2015)). The problem appears to lie in the distribution of
words in the dialogue utterances, which primarily consist of pronouns, punctuation tokens and a few
common verbs but rarely nouns, verbs and adjectives. When trained on a such a skewed distribution,
the models do not learn to represent the semantic content of dialogues very well. This issue is
exacerbated by the fact that dialogue is inherently ambiguous and multi-modal, which makes it
more likely for the model to fall back on a generic response. As a workaround, Li et al. (2015)
increase response diversity by changing the objective function at generation time to also maximize
the mutual information between the context, i.e. the previous utterances, and the response utterance.
However, it is not clear what impact this artificial diversity has on the effectiveness or naturalness
of the dialogue system. It is possible that the issue may require larger corpora to learn semantic
representations of dialogue, more context (e.g. longer conversations, user profiles and task-specific
corpora) and multi-modal interfaces to reduce uncertainty. Further research is needed to resolve this
question.
Wen et al. (2015) train a neural network to generate natural language responses for a closed-
dialogue domain. They use Amazon Mechanical Turk21 to collect a dataset of dialogue acts and
utterance pairs. They then train recurrent neural networks to generate a single utterance as in Eq.
(9), but condition on the specified dialogue act:
Pθ(U |A) =
∏
n
Pθ(wn | w<n, A), (10)
where A is the dialogue act represented by a discrete variable, U is the generated utterance given A
and wn is the nth word in the utterance. Based on a hybrid approach combining different recurrent
neural networks for answer generation and convolutional neural networks for re-ranking answers,
they are able to generate diverse utterances representing the dialogue acts in their datasets.
Similar to the models which re-rank answers, generative models may be used as complete di-
alogue systems or as response generation components of other dialogue systems. However, unlike
the models which re-rank answers, the word-by-word generative models can generate entirely new
utterances never seen before in the training set. Further, in certain models such as those cited above,
response generation scales irrespective of dataset size.
A.5 User Simulation Models
In the absence of large datasets, some researchers have turned to building user simulation models
(sometimes referred to as ‘user models’) to train dialogue strategies. User simulation models aim
21. http://www.mturk.com
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to produce natural, varied and consistent interactions from a fixed corpus, as stated by Pietquin
and Hastie (2013, p. 2): “An efficient user simulation should not only reproduce the statistical
distribution of dialogue acts measured in the data but should also reproduce complete dialogue
structures.” As such, they model the conditional probability of the user utterances given previous
user and system utterances:
Pθ(u
user
t |uuser<t , usystem<t ), (11)
where θ are the model parameters, uusert and u
system
t are the user utterance (or action) and the system
utterance (or action) respectively at time t. Similarly, uuser<t and u
system
<t indicate the sequence of user
and system utterances that precede uusert and u
system
t , respectively.
There are two main differences between user simulation models and the generative response
models discussed in Subsection A.4.2. First, user simulation models never model the distribution
over system utterances, but instead only model the conditional distribution over user utterances
given previous user and system utterances. Second, user simulation models usually model dia-
logue acts as opposed to word tokens. Since a single dialogue act may represent many different
utterances, the models generalize well across paraphrases. However, training such user simulation
models requires access to a dialogue corpus with annotated dialogue acts, and limits their applica-
tion to training dialogue systems which work on the same set of dialogue acts. For spoken dialogue
systems, user simulation models are usually combined with a model over speech recognition errors
based on the automatic speech recognition system but, for simplicity, we omit this aspect in our
analysis.
Researchers initially experimented with n-gram-based user simulation models (Eckert et al.,
1997; Georgila et al., 2006), which are defined as:
Pθ(u
user
t |usystemt−1 , uusert−2, . . . , usystemt−n−1) = θuusert ,usystemt−1 ,uusert−2,...,usystemt−n−1 , (12)
where n is an even integer, and θ is an n-dimensional tensor (table) which satisfies:∑
uusert
θuusert ,u
system
t−1 ,u
user
t−2,...,u
system
t−n−1
= 1. (13)
These models are trained either to maximize the log-likelihood of the observations by setting
θuusert ,u
system
t−1 ,u
user
t−2,...,u
system
t−n−1
equal to (a constant times) the number of occurrences of each correspond-
ing n-gram , or on a related objective function which encourages smoothness and therefore reduces
data sparsity for larger n’s (Goodman, 2001). Even with smoothing, n has to be kept small and
these models are therefore unable to maintain the history and goals of the user over several utter-
ances (Schatzmann et al., 2005). Consequently, the goal of the user changes over time, which has a
detrimental effect on the performance of the dialogue system trained using the user simulator.
Several solutions have been proposed to solve the problem of maintaining the history of the
dialogue. Pietquin (2004) propose to condition the n-gram model on the user’s goal:
Pθ(u
user
t |usystemt−1 , uusert−2, . . . , usystemt−n−1, g), (14)
where g is the goal of the user defined as a set of slot-value pairs. Unfortunately, not only must
the goal lie within a set of hand-crafted slot-value pairs, but its distribution when simulating must
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also be defined by experts. Using a more data-driven approach, Georgila et al. (2006) propose to
condition the n-gram model on additional features:
Pθ(u
user
t |usystemt−1 , uusert−2, . . . , usystemt−n−1, f(uuser<t , usystem<t )), (15)
where f(uuser<t , u
system
<t ) is a function mapping all previous user and system utterances to a low-
dimensional vector that summarizes the previous interactions between the user and the system (e.g.
slot-value pairs that the user has provided the system up to time t). Now, θ can be learned using
maximum log-likelihood with stochastic gradient descent.
More sophisticated probabilistic models have been proposed based on directed graphical mod-
els, such as hidden Markov models and input-output hidden Markov models (Cuaya´huitl et al.,
2005), and undirected graphical models, such as conditional random fields based on linear chains
(Jung et al., 2009). Inspired by Pietquin (2005), Pietquin (2007) and Rossignol et al. (2011) propose
the following directed graphical model:
Pθ(u
user
t |uuser<t , usystem<t ) =
∑
gt,kt
Pθ(u
user
t |gt, kt, uuser<t , usystem<t )Pθ(gt|kt)Pθ(kt|k<t, uuser<t , usystem<t )
(16)
where gt is a discrete random variable representing the user’s goal at time t (e.g. a set of slot-value
pairs), and kt is another discrete random variable representing the user’s knowledge at time t (e.g. a
set of slot-value pairs). This model allows the user to change goals during the dialogue, which would
be the case, for example, if the user is notified by the dialogue system that the original goal cannot
be accomplished. The dependency on previous user and system utterances for uusert and kt may be
limited to a small number of previous turns as well as a set of hand-crafted features computed on
these utterances. For example, the conditional probability:
Pθ(u
user
t |gt, kt, uuser<t , usystem<t ), (17)
may be approximated by an n-gram model with additional features as in Georgila et al. (2006).
Generating user utterances can be done in a straightforward manner by using ancestral sampling:
first, sample kt given k<t and the previous user and system utterances; then, sample gt given kt;
and finally, sample uusert given gt, kt and the previous user and system utterances. The model can
be trained using maximum log-likelihood. If all variables are observed, i.e. gt and kt have been
given by human annotators, then the maximum-likelihood parameters can be found similarly to n-
gram models by counting the co-occurrences of variables. If some variables are missing, they can
be estimated using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, since the dependencies form a
linear chain. Rossignol et al. (2011) also propose to regularize the model by assuming a Dirichlet
distribution prior over the parameters, which is straightforward to combine with the EM algorithm.
User simulation models are particularly useful in the development of dialogue systems based on
reinforcement learning methods (Singh et al., 2002; Schatzmann et al., 2006; Pietquin and Dutoit,
2006; Frampton and Lemon, 2009; Jurcˇı´cˇek et al., 2012; Png and Pineau, 2011; Young et al., 2013).
Furthermore, many user simulation models, such as those trainable with stochastic gradient descent
or co-occurrence statistics, are able to scale to large corpora. In the light of the increasing availability
of large dialogue corpora, there are ample opportunities for building novel user simulation models,
which aim to better represent real user behavior, and in turn for training dialogue systems, which aim
to solve more general and more difficult tasks. Despite their similarities, research on user simulation
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models and full generative models has progressed independently of each other so far. Therefore, it
also seems likely that there is fruitful work to be done in transferring and merging ideas between
these two areas.
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